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F R O M  T H E  C E O ’ S  D E S K

I’ve just got to get a message to you

On a beautiful, sunny, summer morning 

in 1999 – my fi rst day of lectures at the 

Wits School of Civil and Environmental 

Engineering – Professor Robert 

McCutcheon Pr Eng, who was the Head 

of Department at the time, gathered all 

the fi rst-year students into the historical 

Hillman Building. Being fi rst-years, this 

would be the only lecture we would have 

in that building for that year. We were 

about a hundred students packed into the 

lecture theatre like sardines. Th e erudite 

professor, after waiting for pin-drop si-

lence, began without pomp or ceremony: 

“Look to your left. Look to your right. 

Next year, those people won’t be there.” 

Th at brought my glorious summer to 

an abrupt end. Th at very instant I packed 

the suitcase of my mind for a four-year 

long winter. 

Around the turn of the 20th cen-

tury, Intelligence Quotient (IQ) ruled 

the world. It measured one’s cognitive 

abilities, such as memory, attention and 

speed. IQ was the primary indicator of 

vocational performance and success. 

Not surprisingly, the concept emerged in 

Germany. Around mid-20th century, as we 

immersed deeper into post-modernism, 

Emotional Quotient (EQ) surfaced – the 

capacity of individuals to recognise their 

own, and other people's emotions, and 

to use emotional information to guide 

thinking and behaviour. Steeped in 

eastern philosophy and theology, the con-

cept of Spiritual Quotient (SQ) emerged 

as the next big scientifi c measure of 

propensity for success through awareness 

and consciousness. It threw traditional 

engineers into a frenzy by introducing 

concepts like contemplation, self-aware-

ness and prayer. 

What on earth do we do with a grad-

uate who has all three quotients rolled 

into one – smart, intuitive, and attuned 

to their purpose? Th ere are some graduate 

engineering practitioners who have traits 

of creativity, communication, networking, 

relationship-building and chutzpah. To 

add to this wonderful array of attributes, 

they are technically competent – while it 

may not be their passion.  

I have witnessed fi rst-hand how our 

industry, particularly in the consulting 

engineering space, is failing these brilliant 

people. We measure them in an IQ frame-

work, and disregard their sacred gifting in 

EQ and SQ. In that process they are made 

to feel incompetent, ineff ective and use-

less – like a fi sh trying to climb a tree, all 

the time comparing and competing with 

a monkey. We break them by moulding 

them into something they are not. 

Th ey ultimately forgo their professional 

registration, feeling dismayed and disil-

lusioned about a phenomenal profession 

that serves society and the environment, 

which, ironically, is their passion. 

In my view, these individuals are 

polymaths in the making – people whose 

expertise span a signifi cant number of 

diff erent subject areas, enabling them as 

individuals to draw on complex bodies 

of knowledge to solve specifi c problems. 

Th is is the stuff  of leadership. Rudi 

Giuliani attributes his success to his 

multifaceted, polymathic personality – 

his ability to build and inspire a team, 

to communicate eff ectively, to set goals 

and to measure progress, among others. 

Th ese are the traits you want in your 

company leadership. 

To those young engineering profes-

sionals – I’ve just got to get this message 

to you: If, after looking right and left 

for four years, you are still standing, it 

means that you are smart. Th e fact that 

you passed your degree means you know 

how to stay committed. Now take back 

your identity. Stop comparing yourself to 

monkeys. I charge you not to forgo your 

professional registration – make every 

eff ort to develop technical competency in 

a short while. Th is will earn the respect 

and favour of your peers, will give you au-

thenticity, and will open doors in future. I 

make an appeal to companies to identify 

these graduates, manage their expecta-

tions, provide mentoring, coaching and 

supervising, and help them along their 

path to leadership. Encourage them to get 

exposure, take on more responsibility, vol-

unteer, read, and do post-graduate studies. 

You will be preparing leaders for your 

own businesses, and for our country, 

by shaping future Trevor Manuels, 

Pravin Gordhans, Nazir Allis and Th uli 

Madonselas. 

Let’s get them ready.  

Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fi sh by its ability to climb a tree,

it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid. (Unknown)
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O N  T H E  C O V E R

INTRODUCTION
National Asphalt is continually pursuing 

new and innovative ideas, not only to posi-

tion itself as a market leader, but especially 

also to provide the roads industry with 

cutting-edge solutions to meet the de-

mands of maintaining and growing a road 

network in the current challenging times. 

Sean Pretorius, Managing Director of 

National Asphalt, explains: “Th e road net-

work is an integral part of our country’s 

infrastructure, so it is incumbent on all of 

us who are associated with this industry 

to rise to the challenge of ensuring the 

longevity and sustainability of the net-

work. Although it does not come naturally 

for most of us, we as engineers should 

embrace change (which is a common, 

and often challenging denominator in all 

engineering fi elds), and we should there-

fore adapt to the exciting technological 

advances in our various fi elds of work.” 

ONGOING FOCUS ON INNOVATION
Over the years National Asphalt has 

remained at the forefront of asphalt 

technology. Th e company has been instru-

mental in the introduction of a number of 

new technologies, including successfully 

completing the fi rst projects using 40% 

reclaimed asphalt and Enrobé â Module 

Elevé (EME) or High Modulus asphalt 

(HiMa as it is sometimes referred to), 

which was developed some 30 years ago in 

France. Th ese projects included the asphalt 

supply for the road upgrade between the 

Vaal River and Kroondal Plaza, near Parys 

in the Free State, for the South African 

Roads Agency (SANRAL) in 2013, as well 

as the successful supply and completion of 

another project for SANRAL using a Class 

2 EME mix with 20% reclaimed asphalt on 

a section of road between Paradise Valley 

and Candella Road, outside Durban. In 

both instances the main contractor for 

these projects was Roadmac Surfacing, a 

sister company of National Asphalt within 

the Raubex Group of companies.

PERFORMANCE GRADE 
SPECIFICATIONS
Th e imminent introduction of the 

Performance Grading Specifi cations is 

currently being hotly debated. Again, this 

will require changes in the thinking of all 

practitioners. Th e successful implementa-

tion of these specifi cations will indeed 

pivot around how they are embraced and 

implemented by all associated with the 

asphalt industry.

With the dramatic increase in traffi  c 

volumes over the past ten years, and 

the need to look for an improved design 

methodology, rather than the mechanistic/

empirical approach currently being used, 

prompted the introduction of a perfor-

mance grading solution. Th e introduction 

of this methodology to our local markets 

will provide an opportunity to all those as-

sociated with the industry to review their 

current approach. Th is is sure to lead to 

some new thinking and innovative ideas.

It is interesting to note that the EME 

mix is a performance-based mix, and 

when the opportunity arose to use this 

mix on a section of the national road 

outside Durban, National Asphalt had no 

hesitation in stepping out of its comfort 

zone around the use of conventional 

mix design practices to the use of a 

performance-grade mix on a high-profi le 

Striving for excellence, Striving for excellence, 
embracing changeembracing change

One of National Asphalt’s technologically advanced solutions to road maintenance problems is hydro-cutting, which restores 
the friction and texture of a pavement through high-pressure water-blasting without reducing the structural life of the surface  
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contract for SANRAL. Th e support for 

the professional team from SNA Civil 

& Structural Engineers (Pty) Ltd and 

SANRAL ensured the successful comple-

tion of this project.  

However, as with all new ideas and solu-

tions, the initial implementation of the tech-

nology was the change-accepting challenge!   

SOLUTIONS FOR ROAD OWNERS
National Asphalt is currently well 

positioned to provide world-class solu-

tions for both the maintenance and the 

upgrading of the road networks within 

our metropolitan regions. EME tech-

nology, using low-penetration grade 

bitumen (i.e. 10/20), is being applied to 

bus routes in progress in a number of 

regions. Previously National Asphalt had 

to import this bitumen, but the SAPREF 

refi nery in Durban is now supporting this 

initiative and ensures that the product is 

available from the Durban refi nery.

As recently stated in a paper by the 

Shell team [published in Imiesa, February 

2016, 41(2): 45–49]: “EME is a bituminous 

material with a high stiff ness modulus, 

high resistance to rutting, good fatigue 

resistance and good durability.” Th is has 

the advantage of either increasing the de-

sign life or allowing the use of a reduced 

asphalt layer to achieve the same design 

life as conventional asphalt.  

National Asphalt is presently sup-

plying the EME mix to a number of 

projects within the eTh ekwini region 

and on the bus routes in and around the 

Pinetown region – these being part of the 

Go! Durban initiative. Over the years, 

the eTh ekwini Engineering Department, 

and more specifi cally Mr Krishna Naidoo, 

have been very supportive and have 

played an active role in the introduction 

and use of new technologies within the 

Durban region. 

Having been very much part of the de-

velopment and introduction of reclaimed 

asphalt into the local market, National 

Asphalt is also well positioned to provide 

innovative solutions in this arena. Wynand 

Nortje, Technical Manager for National 

Asphalt, says: “Over the years, a number 

of our local metros have built signifi cant 

stockpiles of reclaimed asphalt, and the 

reuse of this valuable asset makes a lot of 

sense.” Th us, the opportunity exists for 

all associated with the manufacture and 

supply of asphalt to provide solutions to 

the roads departments of metros on how to 

make use of this reclaimed asphalt.

Pretorius is of the opinion that, going 

forward, practitioners need to place more 

emphasis on the reuse of materials in their 

pavement management programmes, as 

the inherent properties within the re-

claimed asphalt are still of a high quality.

National Cold Asphalt, manufactured 

under licence from Massimo Asphalt 

Innovations in the United Kingdom (www.

masimo.com), is a permanent cold-mix 

solution and was successfully paved on the 

N4 Doornpoort Plaza, north of Pretoria. 

“Th is was an achievement and a successful 

breakthrough, as this is the fi rst time a 

cold-mix product has been paved on a na-

tional road as a permanent solution,” says 

Pretorius. Th e professional team opted for 

the use of National Cold Mix as a remedial 

measure, as the fi nished texture is very 

similar to that of the Ultra-Th in Friction 

Course that was being replaced.

In conjunction with all of the above, 

the success of the Hydro Cutter – under 

the umbrella of Shisalanga, a company 

based in northern KwaZulu-Natal, and 

in which National Asphalt acquired a 

majority shareholding in 2014 – is an-

other solution that National Asphalt can 

provide for the maintenance of roads. 

Hydro-cutting is a cost-eff ective and envi-

ronmentally friendly system for the repair 

and remediation of fl ushed bituminous 

pavements. Restoring the friction and 

texture of a pavement through a high-

pressure water-blasting technique, it can 

be used to remove fl ushed seals, including 

bitumen, asphalt and concrete, without 

reducing the structural life of the surface. 

 INFO

Sean Pretorius

Managing Director

National Asphalt (Pty) Ltd

+27 86 146 6656

info@nationalasphalt.co.za

www.nationalasphalt.co.za 

Crushing reclaimed asphalt for 20% incorporation into the HiMa mix

The Hydro Cutter at work removing excess binder, and re-texturing the pavement surface
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T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  E N G I N E E R I N G

INTRODUCTION
Imagine the future is now – people and 

goods are moving around quietly and 

efficiently. 

To have designed such an environ-

ment, we would have had to break free 

from all that appeared logical and proven 

in the past, and challenge the boundaries 

of creative thinking with visionary new 

concepts. Th e transport industry is often 

conservative, but it is increasingly being 

swamped by rampant urbanisation and 

pollution constraints. Will our foresight 

be capable of designing beyond the past 

and present trends?

While the specifi cs may be diffi  cult to 

forecast, a number of macro-drivers will 

reshape the transport world. Autonomous 

Transport in all its forms is now fi rmly 

on both the public and private sector’s 

agendas. Th ese drivers of change will 

have far-reaching implications for trans-

port in general and private transport in 

particular, and they provide the context 

in which Autonomous Transport might 

emerge. Th ere will be challenges, but in-

novation will drive the concept forward. 

It is vital that decisions are made with 

a focus on tomorrow’s possibilities and 

preferred outcomes – we need to shape 

the future. 

To incorporate Autonomous Transport 

into the fabric of the transport industry, 

leaders in the industry and government 

should be asking: “If we want to be rele-

vant in the future, how do we ensure that 

structures, processes and regulations are 

in place for this to happen?” As the tech-

nology for Autonomous Transport vehicles 

continues to develop, it may be necessary 

for the transport industry and govern-

ment to address the potential impacts of 

these vehicle types on our roads. Just as 

Uber has eased into the South African 

public transport space as a form of digital 

disruption, so will Autonomous Transport 

sweep in, changing the face of public 

and private travel and freight movement 

within the next few decades.

In the age of sustainability and envi-

ronmental consciousness, the heat is on 

to promote a ‘car-lite’ environment for 

all, and to actively cultivate and support 

multimodal lifestyles centred on walking, 

cycling and using public transport. Th is 

vision requires new technology – some 

predict the autonomous vehicle will 

replace many of today’s forms of trans-

portation and radically expand mobility 

by allowing people (including the young, 

old and disabled) to get around without 

having to walk, without having to know 

how to drive, and without having to wait 

for a bus or train. Operating without a 

driver and using electricity for power, the 

autonomous vehicle could be cheap to 

operate and environmentally friendly. It 

could, in fact, replace car ownership for 

many households.

Th is article focuses on elevating rela-

tively low-cost and little-known forms of 

Autonomous Transport known as Private 

Rapid Transport (PRT) and Group Rapid 

Transport (GRT). While driverless car 

technology is undoubtedly advancing at 

a great pace, the public perception of the 

concept and government legislation lag 

behind, being fi rmly aimed at the current 

private car user. Autonomous Transport 

technology, such as PRT/GRT, is intended 

This article focuses on elevating 

relatively low-cost and little-

known forms of Autonomous 
Transport known as Private 
Rapid Transport (PRT) and 

Group Rapid Transport (GRT). 

While driverless car technology 

is undoubtedly advancing 

at a great pace, the public 

perception of the concept and 

government legislation lag 

behind, being fi rmly aimed at the 

current private car user.

Autonomous Transport –
the future is now 
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to provide a solution which will bring 

about a ‘mini’ modal shift from private 

car to ‘transport on demand’ solutions, 

off ering similar benefi ts to private cars for 

the user. Experience with public transport 

systems has shown the diffi  culties associ-

ated with aiming at a ‘major’ modal shift 

from the private car or single-occupancy 

vehicle to other forms of timetabled 

public transport, including the bus, Bus 

Rapid Transit (BRT), Light Rapid Transit 

(LRT) or Metro, due to the perceived in-

conveniences.  

To set the scene for a forward-looking 

and inspiring vision for travel in the fu-

ture, let us fi rst look at some background.

WHAT HAS BEEN HAPPENING OVER 
THE PAST FEW DECADES?
Over the past thirty years there have 

been numerous concept tests, such as 

the European Prometheus project and 

the DARPA-funded Autonomous Land 

Vehicle project in the US. Th e 1997 

National Automated Highway System 

Consortium project brought the idea to 

wider public attention, when twenty or so 

self-driving vehicles were demonstrated 

on Interstate Highway 15 in San Diego. 

Th ese early projects set the direction, 

proved the principles, and also raised 

many questions about data access, owner-

ship, sharing, and network reliability, to 

name a few.

Some car manufacturers became 

confi dent enough to put major stakes in 

the ground. Volvo, in particular, declared 

that by 2020 no one would be killed in 

a Volvo; they saw the ability of a car to 

take over when an accident was likely as 

a key safety improvement. Recent devel-

opments by the likes of Google, Apple 

and Amazon have shown how innovation 

from outside the automotive sector can 

speed up development. 

Th e connected car is certainly a pri-

ority for many, and a forerunner in the 

world of autonomous vehicles. In 2013 

Nissan announced its plans to launch sev-

eral driverless cars by 2020, and already 

has a dedicated proving ground in Japan. 

BMW and Mercedes have connected 

vehicles now driving along German 

autobahns, where autonomous driving is 

working as an evolution of adaptive cruise 

control and assisted driving – which is 

already in production with cars providing 

automated lane-keeping, parking, ac-

celeration, braking, accident avoidance 

and driver-fatigue detection. In 2014, 

Tesla introduced its AutoPilot systems 

in its Model S electric cars, and in 2015 a 

car designed by Delphi Automotive com-

pleted a coast-to-coast trip across the US, 

99% of which was automated driving.

Th e recent acknowledgement by Apple 

that its autonomous car project, Titan, is 

a ‘committed’ project has brought much 

speculation about what is also under way 

in Cupertino, after tripling its dedicated 

team to 1 800, including many recruits 

from across the automotive sector. Google 

are probably furthest ahead, building 

over 100 vehicles and already clocking 

up over 1 million miles – they started 

working on driverless cars as far back as 

2005 when they won the DARPA grand 

challenge and, having successfully lobbied 

for regulatory approval for autonomous 

cars, started road testing in 2012. By June 

2015, Google’s fl eet had encountered 

200 000 stop signs, 600 000 traffi  c lights, 

and 180 million other vehicles, with only 

a dozen minor accidents. Th e launch date 

for Google’s car is set at 2020. 

Much attention is also focused on 

moving goods. Already in off -road ap-

plications, such as mining and farming, 

many of the ingredients of autonomous 

and driverless vehicles will get large-

scale traction. Th e advent of truck 

platoons or trains, lines of long-distance 

trucks electronically coupled to one an-

other and running along the highway, is 

upon us. Daimler’s Freightliner highway 

pilot has been given approval to operate 

in Nevada, and rivals such as Volvo and 

Scania are undertaking similar trials in 

Sweden. However, the revolution in this 

space is for small urban delivery vehicles 

– slow-moving, driverless electric pods 

delivering packages to homes, offi  ces, 

drop-off  points and even traditional car 

boots. It comes as no surprise that many 

are looking at Amazon to take the lead 

here – the opportunity to simplify the 

last mile of delivery in terms of both 

reducing human cost and optimising the 

drop-off  schedule is a hugely attractive 

business proposition.

What remains to be determined are 

the all-important issues that sit around 

the core platforms. Mobile operators are 

already sharing data, but who owns the 

shared data required to make the whole 

system work and how it is accessed? Th is 

is a matter of trust, value and liability 

and, depending on where you are in the 

world, the balance between government, 

technology companies and vehicle manu-

facturers shifts signifi cantly. Th is needs 

to be addressed, as most business models 

require visibility of 100% of the vehicles 

on the road – 99% is not good enough.

WHICH DRIVERS OF CHANGE
ARE AT WORK?
Obviously there are certain reasons why 

the transport industry is changing and 

why we are seeing massive investment in 

Autonomous Transport. Why will we see 

changes in the way we move in the future? 

What is infl uencing this and what factors 

might play a role?

Th e transport industry is being 

changed by forces beyond its control, and 

it has to respond. Th e following drivers 

of change will generate trends that will 

undoubtedly infl uence transport, mo-

bility and transport infrastructure, and 

travel decisions:

 ■ Smart and integrated mobility

 ■ Technological advances – new lighter 

material (due to nanotechnology), 

autonomous vehicles, and ITS and 3D 

printing

 ■ Energy and resource demand and 

supply

 ■ Th e Internet of Th ings

 ■ Big data

 ■ Digital disruption

 ■ Mass urbanisation and rural emigration 

 ■ Megacities / smart cities

 ■ Demographic changes (e.g. ageing 

population)

 ■ Climate change.

Notably, technological advances in IT 

and the speed of data processing, coupled 

with mass urbanisation, drive the changes 

most. Th e question is why? Th e answer 

might lie in the commercial or business 

aspirations that transport has to satisfy. 

Transporting anything or anyone costs 

money. To save money and time we will 

need to determine how to reduce trans-

port costs, reduce journey times, optimise 

supply chains, etc. Mass transit systems 

need to be attractive, fast, reliable, aff ord-

able and convenient. When considering 

all these factors jointly (and some others), 

it begins to make sense why we simply 

have to look at alternative ways to travel 

or transport goods. 

WHAT IS AUTONOMOUS TRANSPORT?
Autonomous Transport is a system of 

vehicles (driverless cars, self-driving 

cars, robotic cars, pod cars, etc) that 

is capable of sensing its environment 

and navigating without human input. 
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It is essentially capable of self-driving, 

where the operation of the vehicle occurs 

without direct driver input to control 

the steering, acceleration and braking, 

and is designed such that the driver 

is not expected to constantly monitor 

the road while operating in self-driving 

mode. However, in some instances, by 

switching input mode, the vehicle will 

‘allow’ the driver to take full operational 

control of the vehicle.

Th e National Highway Traffi  c Safety 

Authority (USA) defi nes vehicle automa-

tion as having fi ve levels (of increasing 

levels of vehicle control):

 ■ No automation (Level 0): Th e driver is 

in complete and sole control of the pri-

mary vehicle controls – brake, steering, 

throttle, and motive power – at all 

times.

 ■ Function-specifi c automation 

(Level 1): Automation at this level 

involves one or more specifi c control 

functions. Examples include electronic 

stability control or pre-charged brakes, 

where the vehicle automatically assists 

with braking to enable the driver to 

regain control of the vehicle or stop 

faster than would be possible when 

acting alone.

 ■ Combined function automation 

(Level 2): Th is level involves automation 

of at least two primary control functions 

designed to work in unison to relieve 

the driver of control of those functions. 

An example is adaptive cruise control in 

combination with lane centring.

 ■ Limited self-driving automation 

(Level 3): Vehicles at this level of au-

tomation enable the driver to cede full 

control of all safety-critical functions 

under certain traffi  c or environmental 

conditions, and to rely heavily on the 

vehicle to monitor changes in those 

conditions requiring transition back to 

driver control. Th e driver is expected to 

be available for occasional control, but 

with suffi  ciently comfortable transition 

time. Th e Google car is an example of 

limited self-driving automation.

 ■ Full self-driving automation 

(Level 4): Th e vehicle is designed to per-

form all safety-critical driving functions 

and monitor roadway conditions for an 

entire trip. Such a design anticipates that 

the driver will provide destination or 

navigation input, but he/she is not ex-

pected to be available for control at any 

time during the trip. Th is includes both 

occupied and unoccupied vehicles.

PRT and GRT are categorised within Level 

4, where the vehicles are totally driverless 

and typically operate on a dedicated net-

work of purpose-built guideways in a pedes-

trianised area or public open space. Hence 

it is operated either at grade or grade-sepa-

rated level if required, subject to land avail-

ability. Automated Guideway Transit (AGT) 

systems and Automated People Mover 

(APM) systems are examples of PRT and 

GRT, with typical application at airports, 

theme parks, and in small subway systems; 

and as connectors/feeders in major develop-

ment precincts, business districts or major 

sport venues to support ‘last mile’ mobility 

needs. PRT and GRT systems are also 

suited to connecting facilities, e.g. as feeder 

systems to both public transport nodes and 

parking facilities. Th ey will therefore play 

an important role in passenger travel solu-

tions. Th ese systems have wider application 
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as well – for example in the warehousing, 

mining and manufacturing industry in the 

form of Freight Rapid Transit (FRT).

In the hierarchy of public transport 

vehicle or technology types, the technology 

choice framework in Table 1 broadly illus-

trates where PRT/GRT technology fi ts. Th e 

overriding factors considered in the mode 

selection are volume of passengers trans-

ported, and CAPEX and OPEX. However, 

PRT and GRT are not aimed at competing 

with other modes of transport; rather they 

complement the wider network of modes, 

responding to a specifi c segment in travel 

needs or demands. Th ey operate over 

much shorter distances than other forms 

of public transport, typically in the region 

of 1–5 km (guideways up to 13 km exist, 

but are not the norm).

PRT/GRT SYSTEM 
CHARACTERISTICS
PRT/GRT vehicles are available on de-

mand and, due to system fl exibility, can 

literally go anywhere. Key system features 

include:

 ■ One-way or two-way operation

 ■ Multi-berth station capability – stations 

are sized appropriate to travel demand, 

varying from location to location

 ■ Maintenance depot and control room 

 ■ Environmentally sustainable (battery 

operated)

 ■ Low cost – half the cost of other modes

 ■ Safe and secure 

 ■ Very reliable, fully monitored

 ■ Integrates with other modes and are 

therefore complementary to conven-

tional transport modes.

PRT and GRT systems operate either on 

dedicated guideways or within public 

spaces (non-guideway):

 ■  Guideway systems 

Due to the lightweight nature of PRT/

GRT vehicles, guideways are slimmer 

and less expensive in comparison to 

other people-mover systems. A range 

of vehicle sizes are available to cater 

for system demand – PRT vehicles 

accommodate up to four passengers 

and GRT vehicles 15–24 passengers. 

Exclusive-use guideways transport pas-

sengers with minimal disturbance to 

their surroundings and off er tight in-

tegration with urban buildings, streets 

and utilities, so much so that PRT and 

GRT systems are able to access or pass 

through typical offi  ce buildings or 

mixed-use development infrastructure. 

Guideways can be at grade, elevated or 

underground, and provide high levels 

of passenger safety and reliability. PRT/

GRT vehicles operate at speeds up to 

20–40 kph.

 ■ Non-guideway systems 

Some PRT and GRT solutions do not 

require a guideway as they use existing 

road reserve capacity. Consequently, 

such systems require less capital ex-

penditure to implement as they benefi t 

from the provision of existing infra-

Table 1: Hierarchy of public transport vehicle types showing where PRT/GRT technology fi ts in

Commuter /

Interurban travel

Implementation 

time frame

Peak

capacity / hour

Maximum 

gradient

System 

life (years)

Unit carrying 

capacity

Infrastructure 

cost per km

(R million)

Per pas-

senger

operating 

cost (R/km)

Personal Rapid 
Transit

Short / Medium 2 000–4 800 20% 12–20 2–6 56–90 0.8

Group Rapid 
Transit

Short / Medium 2 500–8 000 20% 12–20 6–30 56–90 1.1

Minibus taxi 
(para-transit)

Short 1 300–2 500 13% 7 10–18 0.8–4 1.06

Regular bus Short 2 500–6 000 13% 8–14 40–120 0.8–4 1.06

Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT)

Short / Medium 4 000–10 000 13% 8–14 40–120 35–60 1.06

Guided bus Short/ Medium 4 000–10 000 13% 8–14 300–450 35–200 1.06

Street tram Medium / Long 12 000–20 000 10% 25–50 400–600 67–330 1.88

Light Rapid 
Transit (LRT)

Medium / Long 12 000–20 000 10% 25–50 400–600 67–330 1.88

Tram train Medium / Long 6 000–12 000 3%–10% 25–50 400–600 67–330 1.88

Heavy rail Long 20 000–60 000 3% 25–50 2 000–3 500 50–500 0.5–3.0

Source: Authors' research and construction
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structure. Th ese systems, however, do 

not off er the same degree of speed as 

guideway systems as they interact with 

mixed traffi  c. Typically, these tech-

nologies operate at an average speed of 

15–20 kph. One of the advantages of 

PRT/GRT systems operating without 

guideways is the ease of making altera-

tions to routes or adding new routes as 

there is no additional guideway infra-

structure requirement. Limiting factors 

include the ability to create a virtual 

3D map of the new route and any com-

mand and control requirements such as 

Wi-Fi coverage.

Despite the small scale of the network com-

pared to other modes, autonomous vehicles 

off er high transport capacity of up to 3 000 

pax/hour, because of their ability to run 

with short headways (the distance between 

two vehicles) being typically around 10–20 

seconds. Th e system typically operates with 

about 70% of its total fl eet capacity ‘loaded’ 

to allow for empty vehicle movements. 

Generally, PRT/GRT off ers passengers half 

the travel time compared to bus and LRT 

(Light Rail Transit) services with similar 

line capacity at a lower operating cost over 

comparable distances.

PRT/GRT provides a scalable net-

work, and supports distributed demand 

and access to existing transit systems 

such as commuter train, metro, bus, 

and LRT. It is fl exible enough to evolve 

from a local circulation and distribution 

system to a full regional network, subject 

to passenger demand.

WHERE HAS PRT/GRT BEEN 
IMPLEMENTED? 
Currently fi ve PRT/GRT systems are 

operational, and several more are in the 

planning stage (see Table 2).

WHY DO WE NEED AUTONOMOUS 
TRANSPORT? WHAT VALUE 
DOES IT OFFER?
Th e transformation of cities to incorpo-

rate eff ective public transport systems is 

becoming more relevant every day. Th e 

building of highways and private-car-

friendly facilities is becoming unsustain-

able and unaff ordable. Th e emphasis has 

to be on:

 ■ Th e introduction of autonomous or self-

driving public transport 

 ■ Creating ‘smart cities’

 ■ Mixed-use developments that provide 

housing solutions to the middle-class 

and not only the rich. Typically mixed-

use developments off er high-end 

residential, offi  ce and commercial land 

use, and are often unaff ordable to the 

middle-class. If residential land use 

within mixed-use developments is af-

fordable, it will help many to reduce 

their commuting distance and trans-

port costs. 

Autonomous Transport technology can fa-

cilitate the transformation of existing cities 

into ‘smart cities’. Th e technology emerging 

today will transform the way we travel in 

a few decades from now. A valid question 

could well be to what extent Autonomous 

Transport vehicles might reduce the public 

transport system market. Given the huge 

investment requirements to introduce road 

or rail infrastructure for public transport, 

there is certainly a good case to use existing 

infrastructure more effi  ciently – which is 

where Autonomous Transport vehicles will 
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come to the fore. Economics dictates that 

we will have to use existing transport infra-

structure better in the future in the face of 

growing mobility pressure. 

One of the main reasons to con-

sider Autonomous Transport systems 

is the reduced capital, operational and 

maintenance costs coupled to their high 

degree of system flexibility (compared 

to other modes). Some systems provide 

transportation on demand or at a high 

frequency, while others provide ben-

efits in the form of traffic congestion 

reduction, increases in road safety and 

a reduction in greenhouse gases. PRT 

and GRT systems in particular have the 

ability to play a major part in transit-

orientated development, supporting 

other public transport modes, sup-

porting value capture and optimising 

land use – transport integration.

Reduction in carbon use and CO2 

emissions are other key requirements for 

any city striving towards sustainability. 

Any sustainable or smart city scenario 

we wish to achieve will contain extensive 

public transport components as part of 

a low-carbon approach, together with 

world-leading sustainable transport 

components such as an Autonomous 

Transport solution, low-emission vehicle 

zones, alternative fuel initiatives, passive 

cooling of public transport facilities, cy-

cling schemes, freight movements trans-

ferred to rail or Autonomous Transport 

solutions, multimodal distribution centres 

and car-free areas. 

Some benefi ts off ered by Autonomous 

Transport include:

 ■ Personal safety 

 video monitoring 

 no ride-sharing with strangers

 emergency buttons for op-

erator assistance

 anti-vandalism protection

 ■ System reliability  

 High degree of fail-safe travel 

 Energy effi  ciency

 In some cases, batteries as main means 

of propulsion equate to less energy con-

sumption and low levels of pollution 

 ■ Performance

 Th e ability to provide a true on-

demand transport solution 

 Improved passenger

mobility and comfort

 Increased travel-time reliability

 ■ Design 

 Ergonomically designed

 Environmentally friendly

 System infrastructure fl exibility

 Step-free access

 ■ Congestion

 Reduction in traffi  c congestion

 Improved economic effi  ciency

 Reduced parking require-

ments and provision

 Increased road network capacity

 ■ Reshaping our cities

 Smarter mobility and

accessibility choices

 Value capture

 Strengthening transit orientated

development

 Improved passenger mo-

bility and comfort

 Enhanced urban

regeneration potential

 Travel-time reliability

 Reduced land use requirements 

compared to other public transport 

modes or private vehicle use

 Universal access

 Lower emissions/carbon footprint

 More reliable, faster, less 

expensive and more acces-

sible for people and cargo.

JOURNEY POSSIBILITIES
Sometimes change is diffi  cult to accept 

or implement. How will a world look that 

has Autonomous Transport ingrained in 

its fabric? To consider the answer to that 

question, we have developed two concep-

tual journey scenarios that will help to 

visualise possible experiences of future 

road users where Autonomous Transport 

systems have been implemented. 

Scenario 1

Sizwe lives in upmarket Soweto, south 

of Johannesburg. Today he has a busy 

day ahead and is up early preparing for a 

meeting with a supplier of wind turbines, 

and hopes to close an important con-

tract, after which he is off  to Cape Town 

to inspect a wind farm site. Sizwe prefers 

to use an autonomous car service to 

get into the city, although he sometimes 

takes the train as he likes the walk to 

the station. An alert on his public trans-

port mobility app reminds him that the 

car service has arrived and is waiting 

outside. He gets into the car’s spacious 

passenger area, noting that the vehicle’s 

interior has been adjusted according to 

his saved preferences. Th e polished side 

Table 2: PRT/GRT systems currently in operation

System Manufacturer Type Location
Guideway

(km)

Stations /

vehicles

Morgantown PRT Boeing GRT Morgantown, West Virginia, US (1975) 13.2 5 / 73

ParkShuttle 2getthere GRT

Schiphol Airport, The Netherlands
(October 1997–May 2004)

1.8 5 / 6Rivium I, The Netherlands (February 1999)

Rivium II, The Netherlands (November 2005)

CyberCab 2getthere PRT Masdar City, Abu Dhabi, UAE (November 2010) 1.5 2 / 10

ULTra PRT ULTra PRT Heathrow Airport, England, UK (June 2011) 3.8 3 / 21

Skycube Vectus PRT Suncheon, South Korea (September 2013) 4.64 2 / 40

Source: Authors' research and construction
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table is in position, the arm rests have 

been stowed and the smart glazing has 

been given additional tint. A console 

slides towards him and he confi rms his 

destination. He agrees to the vehicle’s 

proposed route and, at his voice com-

mand, the car pulls away quietly.

Within ten minutes he joins one 

of the three autonomous vehicle lanes 

on the N1 north and begins to cruise 

towards Johannesburg’s CBD. In the few 

years since the city authorities mandated 

that only autonomous vehicles are al-

lowed to use the city’s roads, congestion 

has eased signifi cantly. Th ere are no 

accidents these days, and the dynamic 

speed limits have relaxed as a result. 

Most of the cars Sizwe sees around him 

are electric or hybrid. He recalls the air 

and noise pollution caused by petrol and 

diesel cars and buses when he was a boy, 

and is grateful that his family doesn’t 

have to endure such conditions.

As Sizwe arranges his paperwork, he 

is asked by the vehicle if he would like to 

join a train of cars travelling at a higher 

speed towards his destination. Users can 

gain points, and off set their company’s 

carbon travel allowance, by joining these 

trains as they greatly increase effi  ciency. 

Sizwe accepts in accordance with his 

company policy, reclines his seat and calls 

his personal assistant, Vera.

With a fl ick of his fi nger he moves 

Vera’s image from his device to the 40-

inch anti-glare screen towards the front 

of the car. Sizwe asks Vera to check him 

in for his fl ight to Cape Town and e-mail 

the confi rmation to his cell phone. Sizwe 

notices a pop-up message confi rming that 

a road use charge for single occupancy 

vehicles will be billed directly to the 

company. Th e dashboard display also 

informs him of the charge per kilometre 

and displays the running total, including 

information on carbon emissions and the 

real cost of his journey. As he is travelling 

at peak time, he will be paying the highest 

applicable rate per kilometre. Th anks 

to a system of fully-synchronised traffi  c 

signals for autonomous vehicles, traffi  c 

fl ow in the city has improved and there is 

less waiting at intersections. Sizwe arrives 

at his meeting in Marshalltown with ten 

minutes to spare, fully prepared and stress 

free. Th e meeting goes well and he closes 

an important deal.

Following his meeting, Sizwe checks 

his public transport mobility app to plan 

his route to OR Tambo International 

Airport, from where he will be leaving to 

attend a meeting in Cape Town. Th e app 

provides several transport options, in-

cluding Metrorail, Gautrain, electric driv-

erless bus, GRT and PRT options. Several 

route options are displayed on the app. 

Sizwe selects the fastest route that takes 

him from Marshalltown to Johannesburg 

Park Station and to the airport in under 

35 minutes.

He leaves the supplier’s office and 

walks to the GRT green line near 

Ghandi Square, having three spare min-

utes before the pod departs. The GRT 

pod turns up on time, the doors open 

automatically, he enters the pod, vali-

dates his smart travel card, and notices 

an LCD display f lashing blue, indicating 

that his authorisation to travel has 

been validated. He takes a seat while 

watching live news in the pod and con-

nects to the free Wi-Fi to check at what 

time the pod will arrive at Johannesburg 

Park Station. Sizwe arrives on time 

and disembarks the pod. The Gautrain 

station is a short walk from the GRT 

stop. He validates his smart travel 

card, enters the ticketing concourse, 

checks the departure time to OR Tambo 

International Airport and heads for the 

northbound service. Within 5 minutes 

of arriving at the Gautrain Station, 

the driverless train arrives and Sizwe 

boards the train. He connects to the 

train’s Wi-Fi to download a few emails. 

While connecting, he watches some 

news and sport highlights of the pre-

vious day on a large LED monitor. 

At OR Tambo’s Gautrain Station, 

Sizwe disembarks and walks to the GRT 

terminal. Th e GRT pod turns up on time, 

the doors open automatically, he enters 

the pod, validates his smart travel card 

and is quietly whisked off  to the new 

domestic terminal where he prints his 

boarding pass and proceeds to the gates, 

ready for his fl ight to Cape Town. 

Scenario 2

Nontando lives in a residential com-

plex in Linden in Johannesburg’s leafy 

suburbs. Although she owns a car, it 

is far more relaxing to take the bus to 

work. In any case, she would not be 

able to drive her car all the way to work 

in Johannesburg’s CBD due to private 

vehicle restrictions and limitations on 

non-automated vehicles. She tends to 

only use her electric vehicle on weekends 

when visiting friends and relatives, and 

occasionally to travel to see her family in 

Emalahleni a few hours away.

After a short walk from home, 

Nontando waits at the bus stop for the 

Number 17 bus to work, which, according 

to her public transport mobility app, will 

arrive in three minutes’ time. Th e driver-

less electric bus turns up on schedule. 

Th e transparent LCD displays covering 

the bus fl ash information about the bus 

route, the weather and news headlines, as 

well as advertisements.

Nontando gets on the bus, validates 

her smart travel card and notices a light 

above the doorway fl ashing green, indi-

cating that her authorisation to travel is 

valid. Nontando sees a lady slotting her 

bike onto the rack on the front of the 

bus and the LCD display acknowledges 

that there are now two bike racks in use. 

Settling in her seat, Nontando connects to 

the bus Wi-Fi and watches an episode of a 

documentary series as she heads towards 

the city.

After about 15 minutes, the bus 

enters a green corridor which has 

dedicated lanes for electric driverless 

buses, as well as bicycles and pedestrians, 

separated from each other by trees and 

landscaping. Besides public transport 

electric vehicles, the green corridor is a 

car-free zone. It was developed on a road 

previously known as Jan Smuts Avenue, 

which used to be a car-congested arte-

rial, but now provides a much faster and 

far more pleasant commute into the city. 

Th e bus travels quietly along the road. 

An alert pops up to remind Nontando 

that her stop at the Wits Art Museum 

is approaching. According to her public 

transport mobility app, the GRT pod on 

the purple line will arrive in four minutes’ 

time to take her to her fi nal destination 

on Harrison Street. She disembarks and 

walks to the other end of the bus platform 

to await the GRT pod.

Th e GRT pod turns up on time, the 

doors open automatically, and she enters 

the pod, validates her smart travel card 

and notices an LCD display fl ashing blue, 

indicating that her authorisation to travel 

has been validated. She takes a seat while 

watching live news in the pod. She arrives 

comfortably on time, due to the GRT run-

ning on its own independent guideway, 

free from interruption or other forms of 

mixed traffi  c. From the bus stop to her of-

fi ce, Nontando follows a pedestrian-only 

route and is at work within minutes, en-

ergised for the day that lies ahead.
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POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS OF 
AUTONOMOUS TRANSPORT 
As we venture into the unknown, the 

inevitable question has to be asked – what 

are the implications of Autonomous 

Transport? In addition to transforming 

the automotive industry, the rise of auton-

omous vehicles will likely have a profound 

impact on society. Th e following list of 

potential implications is by no means ex-

haustive. It is hoped that industry leaders, 

politicians, planners, policy-makers 

and engineers will consider these as the 

transport landscape changes before us. 

Defi ning how to shape this landscape ef-

fectively represents a signifi cant strategic 

challenge for the industry and regulatory 

authorities in the coming years: 

 ■ Autonomous Transport will reduce 

vehicle ownership and demand within 

households, based on sharing of com-

pletely self-driving vehicles that employ 

a ‘return-to-home’ mode, acting as a 

form of shared family or household 

vehicle.

 ■ Autonomous Transport will give 

planners an opportunity to help de-

velop safer cities that are more bike-

friendly, greener and better for local 

businesses. There is huge potential to 

turn cities into places that bring us 

joy instead of anger and aversion due 

to traffic, gridlock, etc. With no need 

for parking areas, cities will poten-

tially have a tremendous amount of 

reclaimed space.

 ■ Autonomous Transport could disrupt 

insurance business models because 

they will signifi cantly reduce accidents 

and increase the use of ride-sharing 

and other mobility services. Car in-

surers have always provided consumer 

coverage in the event of accidents 

caused by human error. With driver-

less vehicles, insurers might shift the 

core of their business model, focusing 

mainly on insuring car manufacturers 

from liabilities from technical failure 

of their automated vehicles, as opposed 

to protecting private customers from 

risks associated with human error in 

accidents. Th is change could transform 

the insurance industry from its current 

focus on millions of private consumers 

to one that involves a few manufactures 

and infrastructure operators, similar to 

insurance for cruise lines and shipping 

companies.

 ■ Parking will become easier. 

Autonomous vehicles could change 

the mobility behaviour of consumers, 

potentially reducing the need for 

parking space. 

 ■ Accident rates will decrease. South 

Africa has one of the highest accident 

rates on the continent and in the world 

(31 deaths/100 000). Autonomous 

vehicles could potentially decrease this 

number signifi cantly. 

 ■ Autonomous Transport could result in 

less emphasis on new infrastructure, 

but rather maintenance of existing 

infrastructure.

 ■ Autonomous Transport could result 

in job losses. Th is might be inevitable, 

particularly in the public transport and 

freight sectors.

 ■ Autonomous vehicles will present a 

range of new legal issues. Th ere are no 

obvious legal barriers locally or in many 

other countries to the deployment of 

autonomous vehicles for testing. Th is 

is particularly an issue if there is no 

law explicitly requiring a driver to be 

present in the vehicle. Another area of 

concern could be about who would be 

at fault or liable if autonomous vehicles 

were to crash.

 ■ New mobility models are emerging. 

While different autonomous vehicles 

are developed and tested, a variety 

of other transport-mobility innova-

tions are already hitting the road. 

Many of these take the form of pay-

per-use models, such as car-sharing, 

car-pooling, ‘e-hailing’ taxi alterna-

tives (e.g. Uber), and peer-to-peer 

car rentals. The e-hailing model in 

particular has experienced strong 

growth, given both annual investment 

funding and market penetration.

 ■ Companies could reshape their supply 

chains. Autonomous vehicle tech-

nologies could help to optimise the 

industry supply chains and logistics 

operations of the future, as players 

employ automation to increase ef-

ficiency and f lexibility. Autonomous 

vehicles, in combination with smart 

technologies, could reduce labour 

costs while boosting equipment and 

facility productivity. What’s more, 

a fully automated and lean supply 

chain could help reduce load sizes and 

stocks by leveraging smart distribu-

tion technologies and smaller autono-

mous vehicles.

All of this begs the question – what 

are we going to do about this in the trans-

port sector here in South Africa?

CONCLUSION
While the main focus of this article has 

been to introduce and explore PRT/GRT 

into the public transport conversation, 

the wider debate about Autonomous 

Transport and its transformative impact 

cannot be underestimated. Th e concept 

of self-driving, autonomous vehicles has 

been talked about for years. Whether 

from the automotive sector, science fi c-

tion or big data enthusiasts, the advent of 

cars, trucks and buses that navigate and 

drive themselves has been a common 

aspiration. Th e reality is getting increas-

ingly closer and, over the next decade, 

many expect to see some pivotal ad-

vances introduced at scale in some parts 

of the world. 

Travellers across the spectrum, 

from tourists to seasoned commuters, 

will soon come to expect seamless, 

end-to-end journey experiences. This 

will require us to plan for people and 

outcomes, not just transport systems. 

Autonomy is not far away. The tech-

nology is being proven, the money is 

being invested and the potential for 

safer, less congested roads is a big so-

cial benefit. Governments are starting 

to discuss regulatory issues in both 

the US and EU. By 2025 we will cer-

tainly see more assisted driving and 

autonomy on highways in some parts 

of the world for both cars and trucks, 

and maybe full autonomy in cities for 

goods-delivery pods. 

At the moment it appears as if full 

autonomy for passenger vehicles is still a 

few years away, but the implementation 

of assisted driving is fast becoming a real 

possibility, albeit initially in patchwork 

fashion. It is therefore important that we 

as engineers, planners, politicians and 

decision-makers start thinking about the 

implications of Autonomous Transport 

hitting our shores, so that we can act 

swiftly when it happens.  

Change is great, so let us imagine, 

embrace and shape the future together. 

Th e future is now!

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed in this article 
are those of the authors and they do not 
refl ect in any way those of the institution 
to which the authors are affi liated. It does 
not constitute legal or professional ad-
vice, and is provided for information only. 
Please send any questions you may have 
directly to the authors. 
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INTRODUCTION
Out of 190 recognised countries, South 

Africa had the 32nd largest economy in the 

world in 2015, according to the IMF1 and 

the World Bank (see Table 1). On income 

per capita basis South Africa is rated 84th 

in the world.

Motor vehicle (car) ownership in 

South Africa is currently around 210 

vehicles/1 000 population. If compared 

to developed nations, such as the USA, 

which might have reached saturation at 

around 800 vehicles/1 000 population, it 

is clear that potential for higher vehicle 

ownership in South Africa exists.  

In many South African cities the 

modal split of motorised trips is approxi-

mately 50/50 between private trips and 

public transport trips on a daily basis. For 

workers, the countrywide modal split on a 

daily basis is 40/40/20 (public transport / 

private transport / walking).2 Currently 

around 600 000 new cars are sold every 

year, and the number of registered vehi-

cles have increased at a relatively high rate 

since 2004 (see Graph 2).

Th e purpose of this article is to il-

lustrate current personal transport trends 

and to provide some perspective on future 

direction with respect to the following:

 ■ What are the consequences of the rela-

tively high growth in vehicle ownership?

 ■ What can be expected of the pro-

vision (affordability) of new road 

capacity and the resultant congestion 

levels in our cities?
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Graph 1: Growth of South African population (Department of Statistics)

Perspectives on the future of 
personal transport in South Africa

This article is a shortened version of 

a paper presented at the Southern 

African Transport Conference held in 

Pretoria earlier this year.
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 ■ What are the requirements for the provi-

sion of public transport to retain reason-

able levels of mobility? Can it be aff orded?

 ■ Can land use patterns be changed to 

achieve higher densities in support of 

more eff ective public transport?

 ■ What is the situation with regard to 

transportation/road crashes (fatalities)?

SOUTH AFRICAN DEMOGRAPHICS 
AND TRANSPORT

Population

Th e South African population growth 

for the period 2005 to 2015 is depicted in 

Graph 1 (Source: Department of Statistics). 

Th e offi  cial number for 2015 is 54.96 million, 

representing a 1.8% growth during 2015, and 

an average growth of 1.5% per annum over 

the ten-year period between 2005 and 2015. 

Will fl attening off  in the population number 

occur? If not, the total population could be 

heading for 65 to 70 million by 2030.

Economy

Th e size of the South African economy, 

and the average per capita income for 

2015 according to the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF), are shown in 

Table 1 (in total approximately 190 coun-

tries are listed).

Vehicles

Th e growth in registered vehicles for 

South Africa between 2004 and 2014 is 

shown in Graph 2.3

Table 1:  Extract of South African Economy versus other countries

(IMF World Economic Outlook October 2015)

Rank
Total GDP (billion US$)

Rank
Average GDP/capita (US$)

Country GDP Country US$/capita

1 USA 17 968 1 Luxembourg 103 187

2 China 11 385 2 Switzerland 82 178

3 Japan 4 116 3 Qatar 78 829

4 Germany 3 371 4 Norway 76 266

5 UK 2 865 5 United States 55 904

28 Iran 397 80 Montenegro 6 373

29 Thailand 374 81 Botswana 6 150

30 Austria 373 82 Ecuador 6 077

31 UAE 339 83 Namibia 5 787

32 South Africa 317 84 South Africa 5 784

33 Malaysia 313 85 Columbia 5 687

34 Hong Kong SAR 308 86 Peru 5 638

35 Philippines 299 87 Jordan 5 600

36 Israel 299 88 Thailand 5 426
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Th e number of registered vehicles 

have been growing at 4.0% per annum (on 

average) over the ten-year period. Th is is 

much higher than the population growth, 

and also higher than the real growth of the 

economy (average 2.7% per annum over 

this period – Department of Statistics).  

As mentioned earlier, vehicle owner-

ship in South Africa in 2014 equalled 

210 vehicles/1 000 of the population. 

Compared to developed countries (with 

ownership of 500 to 800 vehicles/1 000 

population), signifi cant growth in vehicle 

ownership is therefore possible in South 

Africa. Th e growth in registered vehicles 

followed the economic growth pattern 

of the country quite closely during the 

boom years between 2004 and 2007, 

showing approximately double the 

growth rate then than since 2008. New 

vehicle sales according to NAAMSA4 are 

shown in Table 2.

Annual new vehicle sales in South 

Africa show a decline since 2013 (e.g. 2015 

shows a 4.1% decline when compared with 

2014). However, due to the increase in vehi-

cles being exported, the domestic produc-

tion of motor vehicles in South Africa is 

expected to show an increase from 615 000 

in 2015 to 660 000 in 2016. According to 

NAAMSA, the offi  cial motor industry 

vision is to produce around 1 million new 

vehicles in South Africa by 2020. At least 

three conclusions can be made:

 ■ Due to improved personal economic 

conditions, the motor vehicle popula-

tion (i.e. motorisation) of South Africa 

is growing at a relatively high rate.
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Table 2: Annual new vehicle sales in South Africa (NAAMSA 2015)

New vehicles 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Sales in SA* 492 907 572 249 630 629 649 216 644 259 617 927

Exported 239 465 272 457 277 992 276 404 276 936 337 748

Total* 732 372 844 706 908 611 925 620 921 195 955 675

*Note: These numbers include domestic production, as well as imported vehicles.

Graph 2: Growth in registered vehicles per year (RTMC 2014)

Graph 3: Drivers’ licences issued (RTMC 2014)

The high growth in motorisation 

is expected to eventually be 

infl uenced by a shift from car 

ownership to what is referred 

to as “mobility as a service” 

(MAAS).15 This basically is 

the reduction of individual 

vehicle ownership due to car/

ride-sharing, public transport 

and fl eets of self-driving cars 

blended together as a single 

service. The introduction of 

Uber services is a step in this 

direction. Exactly when the 

impact of MAAS on vehicle 

ownership will be visible in 

South Africa is diffi cult to 

say. Also, due to new energy 

sources, the so-called “peak oil 

demand” is predicted by some 

to occur as soon as 2020.15
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 ■ Th e growth in vehicle numbers will 

undoubtedly add to congestion and the 

need for road space.

 ■ Based on an estimated average selling 

price per new vehicle of R250 000, the 

new car industry in South Africa is 

worth around R240 billion per annum 

(2015). Th is excludes servicing, main-

tenance, repairs, etc. In terms of the 

creation of work opportunities, and 

boosting exports, this industry is im-

portant for the economic wellbeing of 

the country.

Driver’s licences

The total number of licences (all 

licences issued) are summarised in 

Graph 3 for the period 2004 to 2014.3 

The indicated 11.1 million licensed 

drivers in South Africa at the end of 

2014 imply some discrepancy with the 

data from the NHTS2, which indicates 

that 9.1 million persons were in the pos-

session of a driver’s licence in 2013.

Between 2004 and 2014, the average 

increase in the number of persons with 

a driver’s licence has been 4.45% per 

annum, which is even higher than the 

growth in registered vehicles.  

Th e high growth in motorisation is 

expected to eventually be infl uenced 

by a shift from car ownership to what 

is referred to as “mobility as a service” 

(MAAS).15 Th is basically is the reduction 

of individual vehicle ownership due to 

car/ride-sharing, public transport and 

fl eets of self-driving cars blended together 

as a single service. Th e introduction of 

Uber services is a step in this direction. 

Exactly when the impact of MAAS on 

vehicle ownership will be visible in South 

Africa is diffi  cult to say. Also, due to new 

energy sources, the so-called “peak oil 

demand” is predicted by some to occur as 

soon as 2020.15

Revenue from road users and 

transport expenditure

Private road users have over the years 

contributed substantially to government 

revenue through the payment of tolls, 

licence fees, fuel levies, carbon taxes, 

import duties, fines and other taxes. It 

has recently been shown5 that the fuel 

levy (Road Accident Fund (RAF) ex-

cluded) has grown from R14.8 billion in 

2003 to a budgeted value of R48 billion 

for 2015/16. This represents a growth 

(in nominal terms) of more than 10% 

per annum, or in real terms, of almost 

5% per annum. This is higher than 

the economic growth, vehicle popula-

tion growth, fuel sales growth and 

kilometres travelled over this period, 

and illustrates the notion of road users 

being a tax milking cow. The general 

fuel levy was increased by 30.5 cents 

(13.6%) to 255 cents/litre on 1 April 

2015 and the RAF levy was increased by 

50 cents (48%) to 154 cents/litre on that 

date. Every 5 cents/litre increase in fuel 

taxation, results in R1 billion of extra 

revenue. For the 2015/16 financial year 

an additional R16 billion has therefore 

been collected from road users (RAF 

plus fuel levy). The astonishing fact is 

that the April 2015 increases did not 

lead to a national outcry or drastic 

reduction in car travel. The Minister 

of Finance has increased the general 

fuel levy by another 30 cents/litre 
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(to 285 cents/litre) in February 2016 (i.e. 

by 12%) and expects a revenue of R64.5 

billion for 2016/17 from this source.  

It has been shown before6 that the 

taxes collected from private road users 

exceed the amounts spent on the road 

network (for private users), so the road 

users are good business for government. 

Public transport (road and rail) is currently 

(2015/16 fi nancial year) being subsidised to 

the extent of R(11.5 + 18.3) = R29.8 billion7 

(capital and operating expenditure).

It is agreed that a balance between 

the provision of private and public 

transport is required – where the 

balance for South Africa should be is 

difficult to define, but disturbing the 

current balance will have financial 

impacts. The introduction of high-

standard Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 

services is a case in point. In the City 

of Cape Town12, the fare box recovery 

of operating costs for the BRT service 

in 2014/15 has only been 40%, versus 

the target of 85%. Every passenger trip 

on the Gautrain requires an operating 

subsidy of R60.12

Th e Financial and Fiscal Commission16 

concluded in 2014 that current public 

transport subsidies “are based on the his-

toric practice of providing fi nancial relief 

to households” and, due to the lack of 

policy implementation, led to “unsustain-

able practices”. See Graph 4 for modal 

split trends.

It is concluded that the taxation 

of private road users is an important 

revenue source for Treasury and it is 

expected to remain so for the foresee-

able future. The expenditure on public 

transport (capital and operational) has 

grown over the years, and, if current 

practices continue, will require ever 

increasing allocations.  

MODAL SPLIT
Th e main modes of transport for workers 

in South Africa are:2

Public transport 39.1%

Private transport 38.4%

Walking 21.1%

The public transport trips/weekday 

have been estimated to be 5.4 million 

(slightly higher than the 5 million 

estimated in 2003), implying that the 

total number of work trips/weekday are 

around 13.8 million – roughly 7 million 

workers making two trips per weekday 

(to and from work). The minibus-taxi 

trips are estimated to be 3.7 million, 

implying that minibus-taxis are re-

sponsible for 70% of all public transport 

trips of workers.   

It is concluded that the minibus-taxi 

industry is in fact the most important ele-

ment of public transport services in South 

Africa, and by executing 70% of public 

worker trips, is saving government huge 

amounts of subsidies.

LAND USE
Being a relatively young country, i.e. no 

old compact cities such as in Europe, 

urban sprawl has occurred to a serious 

extent, and efforts for densification 

have limited success. In addition, being 

relatively poor (on a per capita basis) 

makes high-rise residential living (such 

as in some Chinese cities), unaffordable. 

Mostly medium-density housing (40 to 

50 dwellings/ha) on ground level, and 

located remotely from work opportuni-

ties, can be afforded.

A relatively large portion of the 

population is dependent on walking as 

their major mode of transport, and this 

leads to many people having to cross 

busy roads on foot. As an example, 

surveys13 have shown that approxi-

mately 18 000 pedestrians cross the 

N2 freeway (at grade) between Cape 

Town and Somerset West on a daily 

basis – this road carries between 60 000 

and 100 000 vehicles/day. South Africa 

is considered one of a few countries in 

the world with this enormous extent of 

conflict between pedestrians and high-

speed traffic.

Based on city developments in South 

Africa over the past 40 years, the au-

thors conclude that, even though many 

South African cities have densification 

policies, real densification is taking 

place slowly, and only limited success 

can be expected.  

TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Th e state of transportation infra-

structure in SA is considered good 

when compared with developing 

countries. SANRAL indicated in 20148 

that the maintenance backlog of the 

750 000 km South African road network 

was R197 billion at that time. No plan 

of how to address this backlog has ever 

been developed (as far as is known). 

Table 3: Congestion indicators for South African cities (TomTom 2013)

Indicator Cape Town Johannesburg Durban Pretoria

Daily (%) 26 30 18 24

Morning peak (%) 78 79 47 57

Afternoon peak (%) 58 66 40 50

Delay/hour (peak – min) 39 26 43 32

Delay/year 
(30 min commute) (hours)

90 96 69 80

6% 6% 5% 6% 5% 4%

12% 11% 9% 9% 7% 6%

24% 24%
21% 25% 26% 28%
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Even the rail commuter network, for a 

number of years now being the focus of 

upgrading and “increased” investment, 

shows little improvement in practice. 

As an example, the daily number of pas-

sengers boarding the suburban rail ser-

vice in Cape Town has decreased from 

675 000 in 2000 to 621 000 in 2012.14

TomTom9,10 has been collecting real-

time travel time information wherever their 

GPS equipment is being used. Some of their 

salient information10 is shown in Table 3.

Th e annual amount of delay is gener-

ally higher than two working weeks. If the 

value of this time is estimated, the annual 

cost of this delay is around R21.6 billion, 

i.e. 80 hours/worker/year, with 2.7 million 

workers aff ected (see “Modal Split” section 

above) – the value of this time is equal to 

R100/hour. Th e City of Cape Town re-

cently announced that it intends to spend 

R750 million over fi ve years to relieve con-

gestion in the city – this amount appears 

small in relation to congestion costs.

Congestion is costing road users 

dearly in terms of time lost in traffi  c. Th e 

monies available to address this appear 

to be small, and the situation can be ex-

pected to worsen substantially.  

ROAD SAFETY
South Africa has one of the poorest road 

safety records in the world.

Current situation

Th e number of fatal crashes and fatalities 

are provided in Graph 5.3

Th is information shows a decreasing 

trend of both annual fatal crashes and 

fatalities between 2005 and 2014 (the latter 

from 14 135 to 12 702). Th is can be put 

in perspective if compared to Australia, 

where the population is less than half of 

that of South Africa, the vehicle population 

is approximately the same, and the fatali-

ties are ten times less (± 1 200 per annum). 

Th e red dotted line in Graph 5 shows the 

target that the Department of Transport 

committed itself to in 2010 as part of the 

United Nations Decade of Action.11

Major road safety issues

Addressing the road safety problem is 

complex. Th e major issues in South Africa 

are considered to include the following 

(authors’ opinion):

 ■ Although reasonably good legisla-

tion exists, enforcement is incon-

sistent and partial. Th e collection 

of fi nes is at such a low level that 

it is ignored by many and cannot 

be considered a deterrent.

 ■ Lawlessness is a major challenge. 

Levels of crime are prohibitively 

high, and in fact South Africa ex-

periences some of the highest levels 

of violent crime in the world. Th is 

disrespect for the law takes suc-

cessful road safety strategies partly 

outside the realms of transportation.

 ■ Due to corruption and incompe-

tence within the traffic enforce-

ment and licensing agencies, 

members of the public increasingly 

have little respect for the law.   

When compared to other countries, 

the South African road safety situation 

is unacceptable, and drastic meas-

ures are required now to achieve a 

turnaround. Political will is one of 

the fundamental departure points.
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CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

 ■ Th e vehicle ownership of 210 ve-

hicles/1 000 population can be 

expected to grow substantially 

in view of the situation reached 

in the developed countries.

■ Th e growth in vehicle numbers 

will undoubtedly add to conges-

tion and the need for road space, 

even in non-peak periods.

 ■ The new car industry in South 

Africa is worth around R240 bil-

lion per annum (2015). In terms 

of the creation of work opportuni-

ties, and boosting exports, this 

industry is important for the eco-

nomic wellbeing of the country.

 ■ Between 2004 and 2014, the average 

increase in the number of persons 

with a driver’s licence has been 4.45% 

per annum, which is even higher than 

the growth in registered vehicles. Th is 

confi rms the relatively high growth in 

motorisation which is taking place.

 ■ Th e taxation of private road users 

is an important revenue source for 

Treasury, and it is expected to remain 

so for the foreseeable future. Th e 

promotion of modal shift towards 

public transport, and the introduction 

of high-standard services (e.g. BRT, 

Gautrain) introduce challenges with 

respect to fi nancial sustainability – the 

current subsidy situation is consid-

ered to be unsustainable by some.

 ■ The minibus-taxi industry is the most 

important element of public transport 

services in South Africa, and by trans-

porting 70% of workers, is saving gov-

ernment huge amounts of subsidies.

 ■ Even though many South African 

cities have densifi cation policies, real 

densifi cation is taking place slowly.

 ■ To turn around the current severe 

conflict between pedestrians and 

motor vehicles will not be easy, 

and remains a huge challenge for 

both the affected communities 

and the authorities responsible for 

the management of major roads.

 ■ Congestion is costing road users 

dearly in terms of time lost in 

traffi  c. Th e monies available to at-

tend to this appear to be limited, 

and this situation can be ex-

pected to worsen substantially.

 ■ Some improvement in the number 

of road crashes and fatalities has oc-

curred in the past decade. Th e South 

African road safety situation is unac-

ceptable and drastic measures are 

required now to achieve a turnaround.
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BACKGROUND
Based on the latest global industry focus on non-motorised trans-

port (NMT), various government institutions (local and abroad) 

updated their transport master plans to ensure adequate focus and 

approach to the planning, integration and design of NMT infra-

structure. To this end, the South African National Department of 

Transport recently updated their NMT Facility Guidelines. Local 

provincial governments and other institutions also included and/

or expanded on NMT as part of their planning initiatives. 

With NMT facilities becoming a rising trend in South 

Africa, it is important to keep in mind that these facilities will 

present their own new challenges. It is for this reason that inno-

vative strategies and ideas are needed in the planning phases in 

order to implement these facilities in the best possible manner. 

One of these innovative solutions, Sustainable non-Motorised 

trAnspoRT (also known as SMART), has been developed in-

house by Royal HaskoningDHV (Figure 1). 

SMART is a holistic, yet fl exible, sustainable NMT assess-

ment tool. Th e rationale for developing SMART was to:

 ■ accurately and easily interpret documentation to analyse and 

review NMT facilities;

 ■ promote the implementation of well-designed, legacy NMT 

facilities;

 ■ review designs and achieve optimal results, i.e. exemplary 

rather than substandard facilities;

 ■ standardise NMT accreditation and ratings;

 ■ automate assessment reporting, thus reducing human error, and

 ■ reduce time and cost, and improve design standards.

In developing SMART, literature reviews were initially used to 

identify the appropriate categories before the applicable indicators 

were developed and subsequently simulated in an easy-to-interpret 

diagram, created by MS Excel.

Optimum Worst Case

Optimum Worst Case
Before

After

The SMART review of
non-motorised transport

Ivan Reutener Pr Tech Eng

BSc (Hons) Transportation

Principal: Knowledge Group Head

Transportation Planning & Public Transport

Royal HaskoningDHV

ivan.reutener@rhdhv.com

Figure 1: SMART assessment tool start-up 
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
SMART is an assessment tool which makes use of custom-

approved local and international best practice to evaluate NMT 

paths and facilities. In essence, SMART is the result of innova-

tion from an intensive review of literature and global best prac-

tice. Th e aim is to promote the use of NMT facilities by quanti-

fying the improvement of existing NMT facilities and optimally 

designing new facilities.

Not only does the SMART tool cut the workload and the 

evaluation process, but it is so eff ective that it is bound to be-

come the standard for assessing existing NMT facilities, or the 

design of new NMT facilities in the best way possible for future 

development. A remarkable feature of SMART is that it is easy 

to use and the results can be interpreted by all interested and 

aff ected parties.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Th e SMART framework recognises the integrated and inter-

dependent nature of diff erent NMT sustainability considerations, 

based on promoting the use of NMT by improving the design of 

new NMT facilities, and upgrading existing NMT facilities. By 

investigating and applying best practice research, the following 

eight key categories have been developed:

 ■ Safety and Security

 ■ Comfort

 ■ Directness

 ■ Coherence

 ■ Attractiveness

 ■ Complementary Facilities 

 ■ Competitiveness

 ■ Policy on Paper

An unpopulated diagram indicating the eight key categories is 

shown in Figure 2.

Each of the listed key categories has it own unique indicators. 

Th e Safety and Security category, as an example, has the fol-

lowing indicators:

 ■ Visibility at night

 ■ Security measures

 ■ Design of facility for safety of users

 ■ Intersection control treatments

 ■ Rural road shoulders or paths

Th e unique indicators have an Optimum Measure description 

and a Worst Case description, assisting the assessor in the evalu-

ation process. As an example, Table 1 shows an extract of the 

unique indicators and descriptions for the Safety and Security 

category.

Table 1: Extract showing unique indicators and descriptions for the Safety and Security category

Safety and Security Optimum Measures (2) Worst Case (-2)

Visibility at night

Street lights allowing for good visibility and no dark 
areas along route. 
Street lights can consist of ‘intelligent street lights’ pro-
viding nominal illumination (never dark) when not used, 
but brightening when NMT is detected. 

NMT persons using the facility at night with 
no lighting or evidence that authorities or se-
curity fi rms are at least watching over them. 
Overall facility creates an insecure presence.

Security measures
CCTV cameras linked to control centre. 
Visible policing of area or presence of security guards.

NMT persons using the facility at night with 
no visible policing. Overall facility creates an 
insecure presence.

Design of facility for 
safety of users

Dedicated and segregated NMT facility within road re-
serve to avoid confl ict between pedestrians/cyclists and 
motorised traffi c.
Intersections designed to accommodate mixed traffi c, 
including NMT and universal access users, such as 
ramps for wheelchairs.

NMT users must share road and lane space 
with high-speed motorised traffi c.

Intersection control 
treatments

Pedestrians cross a maximum of two lanes of traffi c 
before reaching a pedestrian refuge (sidewalk or median) 
for un-signalised crossing.
If pedestrians need to cross more than two lanes, a sig-
nalised intersection is provided.

Very wide un-signalised intersections which 
do not enable pedestrians to cross safely.

Rural road shoulders 
or edge paths

NMT facilities as a separate path, or segregated from 
motorised road traffi c, particularly on roads with a high 
heavy-vehicle volume. 

NMT must share road lane space with high-
speed motorised traffi c.

Figure 2: Diagram showing the eight key categories
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SMART ASSESSMENT PROCESS
During the assessment process each of the indicators are evalu-

ated and rated according to the new designs that are proposed 

or, in the case of an existing facility, rated to what was provided 

on site.

SMART has fi ve diff erent rating levels which range between 

+2 and -2. A rating of +2 is coloured dark green and represents 

optimum design (exemplary), while a rating of -2 is coloured red 

and represents a substandard design. Th e rating system is shown 

in Figure 3. 

Th e extract from the Safety and Security category in Table 2 

indicates how the rating system will be applied per indicator.

As part of the assessment process the assessor is also re-

quired to comment on or justify why a specifi c rating was given 

to a specifi c indicator, as well as list proposed mitigation meas-

ures to improve the ratings given.

After the assessment process has been completed, the 

SMART tool will generate a diagram which provides a holistic 

summary of the assessment, and which is easy to evaluate at a 

glance. Th is ‘before evaluation’ diagram can then be reviewed 

against improved designs or upgraded existing facilities to pro-

duce an ‘after evaluation’ diagram. 

Figure 4 shows a typical comparison between a ‘before’ and 

‘after’ assessment diagram.

SMART PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
As with any other tool, suitable training is required before an 

individual can be considered an assessor. Th is is to ensure that 

the assessor fully understands the impact of each category and 

its various indicators, and that objective ratings and proposed 

mitigation measures can be specifi ed. 

Th e SMART project life cycle consists of a four-step process 

covering the following:

1. Project initiation

Th e project will be initiated between the project team and 

stakeholders, and the project boundaries and objectives will 

be identifi ed.

2. Project action

Th e project team will review the SMART indicators, gather 

on-site information or review detail designs, rate the indica-

tors and justify the rating.

3. Project review

Th e assessor will undertake a SMART peer review and incor-

porate feedback where applicable.

4. Project report

A draft and fi nal report will be prepared and submitted, with 

practical mitigation measures proposed to enhance the NMT 

facilities and ensure a memorable experience for the users of 

the NMT facilities.

Th e assessment process is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.

Table 2: SMART rating system

Safety and Security Optimum Measures (2) Worst Case (-2) +2 +1 0 -1 -2

Visibility at night

Street lights allowing for good visibility 
and no dark areas along route. 
Street lights can consist of ‘intelligent 
street lights’ providing nominal illumina-
tion (never dark) when not used, but 
brightening when NMT is detected. 

NMT persons using the facility at 
night with no lighting or evidence 
that authorities or security fi rms 
are at least watching over them. 
Overall facility creates an insecure 
presence.

Security measures
CCTV cameras linked to control centre. 
Visible policing of area or presence of 
security guards.

NMT persons using the facility at 
night with no visible policing. Overall 
facility creates an insecure presence.

Design of facility for 
safety of users

Dedicated and segregated NMT facility 
within road reserve to avoid confl ict 
between pedestrians/cyclists and mo-
torised traffi c.
Intersections designed to accommodate 
mixed traffi c including NMT and uni-
versal access users, such as ramps for 
wheelchairs.

NMT users must share road and 
lane space with high-speed motor-
ised traffi c.

Intersection control 
treatments

Pedestrians cross a maximum of two lanes 
of traffi c before reaching a pedestrian 
refuge (sidewalk or median) for un-signal-
ised crossing.
If pedestrians need to cross more than two 
lanes, a signalised intersection is provided.

Very wide un-signalised intersec-
tions which do not enable pedes-
trians to cross safely.

Optimum (+2) Worst Case (-2)
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Figure 3: SMART rating system 
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
SMART is a user-friendly NMT assessment tool, developed to 

assess the sustainability of new NMT designs and existing NMT 

infrastructure.

Th e SMART tool provides the opportunity to measure and 

show improved safe NMT facilities. However, the tool also has 

some additional benefi ts, including the following:

 ■ Th rough the SMART tool South Africa contributes to the 

Decade of Action Plan to ensure that we have safer roads.

 ■ SMART ensures that our unique environment is considered in 

all our approaches and designs for custom solutions.

 ■ Together with SMART we can enhance society by providing 

safer roads and a safer environment.
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Optimum Worst Case
Optimum Worst Case

Before After

Project Ini a on Project Ac on Project Review Project Report
  Engage with project 

team
  Defi ne project bounda-

ries and objectives
  Identify stakeholders 

  Prepare (review SMART 
indicators)

  Complete (gather 
evidence, review best 
practice and project 
context, rate and score 
SMART indicators, justify 
responses)

  Undertake SMART peer 
review

  Revise SMART assess-
ment based on stake-
holder feedback

  Prepare SMART draft 
report

  Review SMART draft 
report

  Issue fi nal SMART report

Figure 4: SMART ‘before’ and ‘after’ assessment diagram 

Figure 5: SMART assessment process 
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BACKGROUND
Th e Gautrain Rapid Rail Link (GRRL) 

is a transit system designed for the 

rapid movement of commuters between 

Johannesburg, Pretoria and the OR 

Tambo International Airport (ORTIA) in 

Gauteng. Th e GRRL was developed as a 

public-private-partnership concession and 

includes a 15-year maintenance and oper-

ation period after completion of construc-

tion. Th is concession was awarded to the 

Bombela Concession Company (BCC). As 

part of the maintenance and operation of 

the Gautrain system, the BCC recognised 

the need to extend the station at ORTIA 

in order to allow for better commuter 

access at this location. Th e design-and-

construct station extension contract for 

ORTIA was awarded to Stefanutti Stocks 

in April 2015 after the tender for the 

works had been put out. Stefanutti Stocks 

employed SMEC South Africa as their 

design consultant for the works.

Th e ORTIA Station extension pro-

ject’s scope of works included the detailed 

design and construction of a length of 

approximately 55 m of extended station 

platform. Th e extension now allows pas-

sengers access to four train carriages 

instead of the previous two. 

Viaduct 15 is the viaduct that provides 

access between Marlboro and the ORTIA 

Station, and begins at Rhodesfi eld Station 

and ends at ORTIA. Viaduct No 15.3 pro-

vides the third and fi nal part of the access 

– it begins at Pier 37 and ends at Pier 41 

Maja Wilson Pr Eng

Senior Engineer

SMEC South Africa 

Maja.Wilson@smec.com

Gautrain Station Extension at 
OR Tambo International Airport

Figure 1: Satellite imagery of the extension to the OR Tambo International Airport Station 

Nicholas Featherston Pr Eng
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within the ACSA (Airports Company 

South Africa) property boundary. Th is 

section comprises four spans with a span 

confi guration of 3 x 40 m, 1 x 48 m, and 

a cantilever of 2.978 m from Pier 41 con-

necting to the ORTIA concourse (these 

spans being measured as centre to centre 

of the piers). Th e existing piers are all sup-

ported on large-diameter piles. 

Th e existing ORTIA Station platform 

is supported by the section of viaduct that 

begins at the ORTIA Departure Building 

(which is the tip of the viaduct cantilever) 

and ends halfway between Piers 39 and 

40. Th e station is built on the last 48 m 

long viaduct span, the cantilever portion 

of 2.978 m, and half of one 40 m long 

viaduct span (see Figure 1). Th e station 

extension began where the existing sta-

tion ended (halfway between Piers 39 and 

40) and extended to Pier 38. Th is total 

extension equates to one and a half spans 

of the typical 40 m long precast segment 

viaduct spans. Th ese ‘station deck’ spans 

are consequently designed diff erently to 

the majority of the viaduct deck spans. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES
Th e principal objective of the station 

extension project was to safely add an 

additional 55 m length of station platform 

to the existing ORTIA Station, whilst 

successfully maintaining the operations 

of the existing train and its passenger 

transportation schedule. Furthermore, the 

construction was to be such that it facili-

tated safe erection methods, maintained 

operational safety, ensured economy 

in materials and construction works, 

achieved long-term durability with low 

maintenance requirements, and matched 

the new structure to the existing one in 

terms of its aesthetic fi nish.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Th e project involved the following elements:

 ■ Demolition works to the existing para-

pets and box girder cantilever tip to 

allow the installation of the new precast 

struts and slabs

 ■ Installation of the precast concrete 

struts 

 ■ Construction and installation of the 

new precast station slabs and parapets

 ■ In-situ grouting of the slab to strut con-

nection stitches

 ■ Fabrication and installation of the 

structural steel canopy roof

 ■ Fabrication and installation of the 

structural steel escape stairs

Figure 4: Structural system for strut connections, transverse pre-stressing 
and slab supports 

Figure 3: Southern side roof construction during installation of sheeting and services

Figure 2: Precast struts attached to the viaduct section
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 ■ Signalling and overhead traction equip-

ment (OHTE) relocation works

 ■ Longitudinal and transverse post-

tensioning works inside the viaduct 

box girder.

DESCRIPTION OF
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
Th e existing viaduct is a pre-stressed con-

crete segmental box girder – 10.1 m wide 

and 3.5 m deep. Th e typical box girder is 

modifi ed at ORTIA Station to be able to 

support the platform slabs. In the original 

planning of the viaduct design, allowance 

was made for the station extension.

Diff erences between the typical via-

duct box girder segments and the station 

segments include the use of a pinned steel 

connection assembly, with steel plates 

cast into the viaduct web (these can be 

seen in Figures 2 and 4) to support the 

base of the precast struts, transverse pre-

stressing to support the top of the precast 

struts, and additional longitudinal pre-

stressing cables (see Figures 4 and 6) to 

allow for the additional load on the girder. 

Th e existing station platform slabs 

are precast concrete elements that are 

supported on precast concrete struts. Th e 

maximum weight of one of these slabs 

is 20.5 tonnes. Th e spacing between the 

pairs of struts is between 7 m and 9 m. 

Th e station canopy columns are located 

between the pairs of struts on the torsion-

ally stiff  slab edge beam which is part of a 

grillage-type slab arrangement (discussed 

further on in this article). 

The struts are designed for com-

bined compression and bending, and 

the section has been profiled to follow 

the linear bending moment diagram, 

and therefore tapers to reduce materials 

as well as provide additional aesthetic 

impact. Linearly varying sections were 

detailed to simplify the strut construc-

tions. The struts are pinned at their 

base to the box girder and stressed 

together through the top f lange of the 

existing box girder with transverse 

pre-stressing. This was possible because 

corrugated ducts had been cast into 

the viaduct top f lange, in anticipation 

of the pre-stressing requirements for 

the station extension. In the temporary 

condition, however (when only one strut 

is erected per side of the viaduct), the 

struts were tied to the existing structure 

using a tie-bar arrangement. 

Th ere are two types of platform slab 

panels used in the design. Panel type 1 is 

connected to the struts by a cast in-situ 

grout pocket and carries the station roof 

canopy. Panel type 2 is simply-supported 

between the adjacent type 1 panels via 

halving joints which are refl ected through 

to the tiling joints. Th e interfacing of 

these slab types is visible in Figure 2, 

where the halving joints can also be seen. 

During construction, the type 1 panels 

were temporarily supported on jacks prior 

to grouting. 

Th e roof is composed of tree-type col-

umns (see Figure 3) with extended arms 

which carry the roof loading down from 

the curved rafters. Th e rafters span over 

the entire 16.4 m station area, and the roof 

includes a skylight, profi led sheeting and 

radiused polycarbonate sheeting. Th e new 

station roof had to be modifi ed to avoid 

clashing with the existing City Lodge 

building. Th e loads from the platform 

roof are applied to the platform slabs via 

the steel columns in the form of a series 

of point loads with fi xed end moments. 

Since these roof loads are signifi cant for 

the platform slabs, the slabs are designed 

in a grillage-type beam formation which 

distributes the loading back to the struts 

and then into the viaduct.  

To comply with the National Building 

Regulations, SANS 10400 Part T, the 

travel distance to the nearest escape stair-

case should not be more than 45 m, hence 

new fi re escape staircases were required. 

Th e location of these new escape stair-

cases (on the ends of the platform) are 

such that they avoid the adjacent parking 

garage and the below-ground tunnel 

linking the ORTIA Departure Building 

and parking garage. Th e foundations to 

these stairs also avoid any below-ground 

services. 

DESIGN CHALLENGES
The principal difference between the 

new station installation and the pre-

vious installation is that the current 

Figure 5: Structural steel roof segments ready for erection

Figure 6: Viaduct section and pre-stressing arrangement
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STAGE 8STAGE 7 STAGE 8

STAGE 13 STAGE 14

Figure 7: Underside of the viaduct – this photo illustrates the new width of the station extension, as well as the temporary 
crash deck which is visible behind the mobile crane; the fixed crane is also partially visible to the left of the photo

Figures 8: Typical stages of construction, illustrating the temporary propping and temporary OHTE relocation arrangements
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installation has been constructed and 

erected while the Gautrain remained 

fully operational. This resulted in nu-

merous challenges for the erection and 

design team. The main challenge was 

how to safely lift the 20 tonne platform 

slabs to a height of 25 m above ground 

level, over the 25 kV live train line. A 

number of options were considered 

by the contractor, including the use of 

various mobile and fixed crane types, 

and even a moving vierendeel gantry 

frame, which would have required a rail 

to be installed in the adjacent road. The 

adopted solution was to use a fixed-in-

place heavy-lift crane (the largest in 

Africa) which met the load and lever 

arm requirements for lifting the heavy 

slabs into place on the southern side of 

the viaduct. The crane is visible on the 

northern side of the viaduct in Figure 7.

Since a portion of the works took 

place over the well-used ORTIA access 

road, the contractor had to design and 

install a temporary crash deck to prevent 

any construction or demolition debris 

from falling on the road. Th is crash deck 

can also be seen in Figure 7.

In order to mitigate the risks associ-

ated with working adjacent to a live rail 

line, the design of the station roof had 

to be revised so that it could be installed 

in three sections. This is because the 

construction works could only occur 

over one track at a time after the OHTE 

had been switched off and removed, 

and safety hoarding had been erected 

between the two tracks. This allowed 

one track to remain operational whilst 

the overhead traction equipment was 

transferred from an existing mast sup-

port to the future roof support position. 

Temporary props (see Figure 3) were 

required to support the cantilever tips 

of the first two roof sections (northern 

side and southern side) until the central 

section was lifted into place and the 

roof beams were made continuous via 

bolted splice connections. The tempo-

rary props were situated as closely as 

possible to the train to reduce the can-

tilever length of the rafters. The splice 

was positioned such that the installation 

of services would not be affected during 

the construction phase. To avoid uplift 

of the roof structure during construc-

tion, the temporary props required 

holding-down supports. 

During construction the section of 

catenary from the ORTIA Departure 

Building to the second OHTE mast had 

to be removed. The horizontal tension 

force in the catenary after the second 

mast therefore had to be resisted. On 

the northern side of the viaduct a tie 

element existed to resist this horizontal 

force; however, on the southern side of 

the viaduct this tie element had to be 

designed and installed before this sec-

tion of catenary could be removed. The 

existing tie was checked to ensure that 

it was sufficient to adequately restrain 

the support mast for the horizontal ca-

tenary force.

Various challenges were encountered 

with respect to the torsion load eff ects 

from the additional dead load that arises 

during the construction sequence, and 

hence several scenarios were investigated 

in order to fi nd a solution that maintained 

a suitable set factor of safety for the sta-

bility of the viaduct, considering that the 

existing station remained in use during 

the construction of the new platform. Th e 

fi nal sequence of erection that was adopted 

was the least onerous to the viaduct 

stability. Th e strength of the viaduct box 

girder in torsion, shear and bending was 

also checked and was found to be accept-

able for the applied loading. Defl ections 

arising from additional dead load and the 

use of longitudinal pre-stressing were also 

checked and found to be within acceptable 

Figure 9: The completed viaduct structure with fire escape staircases as seen at night
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criteria. Deck rotation and defl ections were 

monitored during the construction as a 

further safety check.

PROGRAMME OF ERECTION SEQUENCE
Twenty individual construction stages 

were necessary to erect the full station 

structure to both sides of the viaduct. Th e 

construction stages had to account for 

the temporary hoarding that was erected 

on the working side of the platform, the 

OHTE relocation works, the signalling 

and services installations, the steelwork 

propping and roof erection, the strut, slab, 

screeding/tiling and parapet installations, 

as well as the pre-stressing requirements.

A sample of these stages is shown 

in Figure 8 and provides an idea of the 

details pertaining to some of the more 

complex stages of the installation.  

CONCLUSION
Th e new station platform was successfully 

handed over to the Bombela Concession 

Company on 23 May 2016 after a chal-

lenging contract period of approximately 

12 months. Th e design-and-build contract 

approach by Bombela allowed for a team 

who could provide for design iteration 

and problem solving during the course of 

the project. Consequently there were no 

disruptions caused to the airport opera-

tions, despite the detailed and complex 

nature of the work required for the ex-

tension construction. A total additional 

dead load of 150 kN/m was added to the 

viaduct bridge structure over the station 

extension area. Th e project highlighted 

that careful planning and sequencing are 

required when dealing with works in close 

proximity to an existing live train line. 

Th e project also highlighted the positive 

impact of the detailed foresight shown in 

the original Gautrain viaduct construc-

tion. Th e completed structure is shown in 

Figure 9.
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Twenty individual construction 

stages were necessary to 

erect the full station structure 

to both sides of the viaduct. 

The construction stages had 

to account for the temporary 

hoarding that was erected on 

the working side of the platform, 

the OHTE relocation works, 

the signalling and services 

installations, the steelwork 

propping and roof erection, the 

strut, slab, screeding/tiling and 

parapet installations, as well as 

the pre-stressing requirements.
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OVERVIEW
Although civil engineering is primarily about improving lives 

through building infrastructure, when public safety is potentially 

at risk the profession joins hands with a cousin in the demolition 

industry. 

Th e Erasmusrand Pedestrian Bridge in Tshwane had for years 

provided access across the N1 to pupils of Hoërskool Waterkloof. 

Th e bridge was severely damaged as a result of a vehicle collision 

in 2015, necessitating its demolition. Th e required works pre-

sented all involved with a number of unique challenges, not least 

how best to demolish a bridge while accommodating the large 

traffi  c volumes of the divided fi ve-lane north- and southbound 

N1 carriageways. 

Th e project followed the following phases: 

 ■ Project conception 

 ■ Investigations and short-term remedial actions 

 ■ Future use of the structure 

 ■ Initial planning

 ■ Demolition.

PROJECT CONCEPTION
GIBB (Pty) Ltd was appointed by the South African National 

Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL) to undertake consulting 

engineering services for the repairs of various bridge structures 

along the N1, N4 and R21 in the Tshwane and Johannesburg 
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Metropolitan areas. Initial indications were that Bridge B1375 

(the Erasmusrand Pedestrian Bridge) would possibly require 

some pier protection. 

 Th e bridge consisted of a portal frame made up of two 

varying depth “COR-TEN” steel girders connected by stiff ener 

members. Th e bridge was 66.44 m long and consisted of two jack 

spans of 9.75 m in length, a main span of 46.94 m, and a deck 

walkway of precast concrete elements tied to the steel girders.

The inclined portal legs tapered to the base, which was 

bolted to a concrete spread footing. In terms of the “as-builts” 

supplied, the bridge deck ends were bolted to the abutments, 

providing vertical restraint against uplift. However, in terms 

of further correspondence received and site observations, 

these bolts were subsequently cut to allow horizontal move-

ment, thereby also releasing vertical restraint. The existing 

deck walkway, kerbs and handrailing had also been modified 

and replaced.

On 28 January 2015 the bridge was severely damaged by ve-

hicle impact, necessitating an immediate response. 

INVESTIGATIONS AND SHORT-TERM REMEDIAL ACTIONS 
Th e vehicle impact was the result of an over-height vehicle, which 

was travelling in the concrete side drain, and thus was leaning 

over at an acute angle, causing serious damage to the bridge. 

Th e southwest portal leg showed signifi cant deformation, 

with weld breakages at approximately two-thirds of the leg 

height. Th e impact caused a lateral movement and twisting of 

the deck, with the southern side now up to 0.27 m lower than the 

northern side; this action also caused shearing of the fi xing bolts 

connecting the stiff ener members to the girders, in the region 

of the portal legs. Th is torsion was then transferred into the 

opposite side southeast portal leg, causing it to deform as well, 

although less severely (Photos 2, 3 and 4).

Based on a visual inspection, it was determined that the 

bridge was too severely damaged to remain in service, and this 

led to its closure to pedestrian and cycle traffi  c. An alternative 

pedestrian and cycle access across the N1 freeway was provided 

on the Solomon Mahlangu road bridge located 20 m to the south. 

Th e safety of pedestrians and cyclists was increased signifi cantly 

by creating a walkway behind New Jersey concrete barriers as an 

urgent interim measure.

Th e client then instructed GIBB to assess the structural 

safety of the pedestrian bridge. A number of structural models 

were prepared to model the behaviour of the bridge before and 

after the vehicle impact. Th e most signifi cant fi nding was that 

the damaged portal leg was required to provide load-carrying 

capacity in order to maintain the structural stability of the 

bridge, hence the client authorised the installation of emergency 

temporary stabilisation work (Photos 5 and 6).  

To prevent a recurrence of such an impact, the outside 

northbound shoulder on the freeway was closed with concrete 

barriers. 

Monitoring of the bridge was initiated from 19 February 

2015. Control points were set up on the existing deck and 

levelled on a regular basis, and the results were used to monitor 

defl ection. Any movement between the deck and abutment was 

monitored by measuring between two marked points.

Based on the readings taken over a six-month period, it was 

concluded that temperature eff ects resulted in small deformation 

changes, but that the structure remained stable throughout.
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A further structural inspection of the steel girders was com-

pleted by means of a cherry-picker high-lift basket to determine 

the extent of any broken welds, and the condition of the stiff ener 

elements between the girders.

As a contingency measure, in the event of further deterioration 

in the supporting capacity of the portal legs, the use of a tempo-

rary central median prop was considered. Based on the results of 

the monitoring programme, however, this was not applied.

With the bridge now being considered stable, consideration 

could be given to repair or replacement options.

FUTURE USE OF THE STRUCTURE 
GIBB was then instructed to prepare a report on whether to re-

habilitate the bridge, or replace it. 

The analysis showed that rehabilitation would have to 

rely on the deformed steel girders recovering their shape 

Photo 2: Southwest support as inspected after vehicle impact Photo 3: Southeast support as inspected after vehicle impact

Photo 4: Damaged bridge; note the distortion of 
the handrail based on the deck twisting
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elastically during the repair operation. This was consid-

ered a high-risk approach, with an indeterminate degree 

of recovery, which would only become known during the 

execution of the work. Should it become known late in the 

construction contract that the steel girders had not recov-

ered sufficiently, thus requiring in-situ repair/modification/

replacement, additional time and cost would be needed to 

complete the works. The central support in the freeway 

median that such a design would require also presented an 

additional risk, being vulnerable to traffic impact, even with 

barrier protection.  

As the damaged bridge could not be rehabilitated safely and 

economically, it was decided to demolish the bridge and build a 

replacement.

INITIAL PLANNING  
Th e N1 freeway at the bridge site is one of the most heavily traf-

fi cked roads in South Africa, carrying in excess of 50 000 vehicles 

per day, and SANRAL determined that all north- and south-

bound lanes needed to be fully operational during peak hour 

periods. GIBB was instructed to therefore plan the demolition of 

the bridge around these constraints. 

Initially the planning of the demolition was focused on at-

tempting to maintain a minimum of two lanes open for traffi  c 

during off -peak periods and at night.

Two options were considered:

 ■ In the fi rst option the deck would be propped at midspan and 

adjacent to the portal leg supports, following which the ex-

isting deck concrete and handrailing would be removed. Th e 

steel girders would then be progressively cut and removed 

in stages for each carriageway, synchronising the traffi  c ac-

commodation with leaving two lanes open to traffi  c during 

off -peak times. Th e existing footings and abutment would 

be demolished as the fi nal operation. Th e removal of the 

concrete deck prior to removing the steel girders would have 

made the system lighter and easier to cut and remove, but 

this would require additional underslung screen protection 

to reduce the risk of falling concrete, and would also have the 

disadvantage of extra stages to be completed under traffi  c 

during deck removal.

 ■ In the second option the entire deck and steel girders would be 

progressively cut and removed as a combined entity in stages 

for each carriageway. Th e existing footings and abutment 

would be demolished as the last stage. 

Th e removal of the entire deck would make the system heavier 

to cut and remove, but reduced the stages to be completed under 

traffi  c. As a result Option 1 was considered to be the safer option 

for demolition under traffi  c conditions.  

Th is then became the postulated solution for the construc-

tion tender. All parties had reservations concerning the inherent 

risk of demolition under traffi  c for road users, as well as the prob-

able two- to three-month long demolition period required. 

As a result further time allowance options were made in the 

tender document, making partial demolition over two weekends 

possible, i.e. fi rst removing one half of the structure over one car-

riageway over one weekend, and the remaining half over the next 

weekend, with attendant full carriageway closures. 

Th e construction tender was then prepared as a “design and 

demolish” type tender.

During the tender period, JET Demolition (Pty) Ltd applied 
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Figure 1: Preparatory works (Courtesy: JET Demolition)

Figure 2: Lifting sling placement and partial deck demolition positions 
(Courtesy: JET Demolition)

Figure 3: Lifting sling placement and deck section cutting 
positions (Courtesy: JET Demolition)

Photo 7: Positioning of lifting slings; 
note preparatory notch at base of beam

Photo 6: Structural steel stabilisation frame

Photo 5: Elevation of structural steel stabilisation
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for and was granted permission to submit an alternative tender, 

which entailed an eight-hour full (both carriageways) closure 

time, with partial closures of two hours on both carriageways 

before and after the full closure. Th is was accepted as the suc-

cessful bid and JET Demolition (Pty) Ltd was appointed to carry 

out the work.  

GIBB evaluated all submissions by the contractor and pro-

vided an expert advisory role to the client for the demolition. 

Following submission of all method statements, crane rigging 

studies, structural design reports, OHS requirements and ap-

proval of all wayleaves the demolition could be approved. 

DEMOLITION
Th e Saturday night and Sunday morning of the weekend of 

21/22 May 2016 were selected for the demolition, based on the 

anticipated low traffi  c volumes.

Th e demolition sequence was then dictated by the allowable 

traffi  c accommodation and comprised fi ve phases:

 ■ Preparatory works

 ■ First two-hour partial carriageway closures

 ■ Full eight-hour carriageway closures

 ■ Second two-hour partial carriageway closures

 ■ Final works.

Preparatory works

In preparation for the demolition, and to ensure that the removal 

of the central span could be completed without the risk of the 

piers falling over, a 20 mm steel cable was fi xed from the abut-

ment, threaded through holes cut into the pier, and then affi  xed 

back onto the anchor bolt on the front face of the abutment on 

both sides (see Figure 1). Concrete pockets were demolished into 

the abutment to expose the structural steel support ends for 

demolition assessment. Following confi rmation that no fi xity 

from the bolts was present, a second set of 20 mm cable was then 

fi xed from a point midway on the abutment to the steel I-beams 

to ensure that no slippage of the beams could take place.

First two-hour partial carriageway closures

Th e fi rst of the traffi  c accommodation processes commenced at 

21:00 on Saturday 21 May, when two lanes of both the north- and 

southbound lanes were closed for two hours.

During the partial closure two cranes were brought onto site 

and assembled, one for each carriageway. Similarly, two demolition 

excavators (“peckers”) were positioned on the embankments in 

preparation for the abutment demolition. Demolition equipment 

(gas cages, telescopic handlers, skid steer loaders, etc) were then 

moved adjacent to the road edge in preparation for demolition. 

Full eight-hour carriageway closures

From 23:00 the freeway was totally closed from Rigel Avenue to 

the R21 interchange. Traffi  c from the N1 was diverted via the 

R21, Solomon Mahlangu Drive (M10) and the M9/R50 Delmas 

Road/Rigel Avenue routes. Th e entire detour route was well sign-

posted, and assistance was provided by Tshwane Metro to ensure 

smooth fl ow of the deviated traffi  c, with the intention to partially 

open the carriageways by 07:00 on Sunday morning.

Th e fi rst operation saw the two cranes moved into their fi nal 

positions, and prepared for the lift, whilst protective bidim and 

conveyor belting were placed beneath the bridge to protect the 

road surface. Four wire slings, suspended from two metal lifting 
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girders, one per crane, were then positioned around the bridge, 

as shown in Figure 2. Notches were cut out in the steel beams to 

ensure no slippage of the slings could occur. 

Once the bridge was securely supported by the cranes, the 

cutting of slots in the concrete deck commenced (refer to the 

blue areas in Figure 2). Th ese slots were required to enable access 

to the steel members for fi nal cutting. 

Mobile, motorised access-platform vehicles then lifted the 

cutting teams into position, who then commenced with sec-

tioning the structural members, using gas cutters. Th e central 

cut was created at 45 degrees to the vertical, to ensure a clear lift, 

and to enable two separate lifts (see Figure 3). 

Once the central span had been cut at the centre, the dem-

olition teams moved into position and cut the deck sections in 

front of both pier supports. Th e deck sections were then lifted 

and cleared from the remaining structure, after which the load 

was turned and lowered onto the awaiting trucks. 

With the maximum cut length of deck section being approxi-

mately 23 m, a further refi nement was required. Two low-bed 

trucks were parked back to back, and the deck section lowered 

Photo 8: Central cut completed; cutting of deck sections on southwestern side in progress

Photo 9: Main span cuts completed, rotation and placement of deck sections on low-bed trucks in progress
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onto them. Th e sections were fi rst secured onto the trucks and 

were then split by gas cutting, as indicated in Figure 4.

Th e eastern and far western deck sections were then notched, 

secured and cut in similar fashion to the main span (see Figures 

5 and 6). Once cut, these deck sections were then lifted and 

placed on single low-bed trucks.

Th e pier legs were then removed in a similar fashion, and crane 

de-establishment could begin. Th e roadway was then cleared of any 

remaining rubble, protection material and equipment. Th e surface 

was inspected and phased partial reopening of the N1 commenced 

in accordance with the approved traffi  c accommodation plan. 

Second partial carriageway closures and fi nal works

Th e fi nal traffi  c accommodation processes commenced with the 

partial reopening of the N1, fi rst the southbound and then the 

northbound carriageways.

Th e two demolition excavators previously positioned on the 

embankment then commenced with the demolition of the con-

crete abutments, working top-down. 

Figure 4: Positioning of low-bed trucks to receive deck sections 
(Courtesy: JET Demolition)

Figure 5: Position of cut on pier leg, southeastern 
side (Courtesy: JET Demolition)

Figure 6: Position of cut on pier leg, 
southwestern side (Courtesy: JET Demolition)
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The public and community at large showed 

considerable interest in the demolition of the 

bridge, and not a single complaint was received 

from motorists regarding the traffi c deviations 

during the demolition operation.

Photo 10: Preparatory works to southwestern pier

Photo 11: Lifting of southwestern deck section following cutting

Photo 12: Placement of deck sections onto low-bed trucks

Photo 13: Demolition of abutments commences

Th e demolition work, which did not require traffi  c accommo-

dation, other than normal shoulder closures, continued early into 

the week. Further works, such as the reinstatement of fencing 

and slope stabilisation, were then completed after the abutment 

demolition. 

CONCLUSION
The successful completion of the project required exten-

sive technical and administrative collaboration between 

SANRAL, GIBB (Pty) Ltd, JET Demolition (Pty) Ltd, 

G4 Civils (Pty) Ltd, Ndodana Engineers (Pty) Ltd and the 

Tshwane Metropolitan Council.

Th e public and community at large showed considerable in-

terest in the demolition of the bridge, and not a single complaint 

was received from motorists regarding the traffi  c deviations 

during the demolition operation.

All role players are thanked and congratulated for ensuring 

that this potentially high-risk demolition operation was com-

pleted safely and successfully within the very tight time con-

straints allowed. 
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INTRODUCTION
A 140 m long bridge over the Senqu River, outside the town of 

Mount Moorosi in Lesotho, was constructed by Stefanutti Stocks 

Civils for the Lesotho Roads Directorate and will soon be handed 

over to the client. 

Th e Senqu River, which becomes the Orange River when it en-

ters South Africa, originates high in Lesotho’s Maluti Mountains. 

Although upstream dams assist in regulating fl ow, the vast catch-

ment area of the river results in unpredictable water levels.

Currently the local community is ferried across the river by 

means of row boats, but this method is cumbersome, unreliable 

and dangerous. Th is bridge will not only provide a safe and ef-

fi cient passageway for travellers and locals crossing the river, but 

will also link communities who have thus far been isolated from 

regular contact with one another.

Th e project commenced in 2014 and included:

 ■ Permanent cased oscillator piling to abutments and piers

 ■ Construction of eastern and western abutments

 ■ Construction of reinforced concrete piers

 ■ Assembly and incremental launch of steel girders 

 ■ Construction of an in-situ concrete slab, walkway and parapets

 ■ Construction of 1.9 km of surfaced road

 ■ Construction of visitors’ lookout points.

UNIQUE CHALLENGES
Given the risks associated with fl uctuating water levels and 

seasonal fl ooding, all piling activities were scheduled for comple-

tion during a dry season. Th e project programme therefore had 

to be adjusted to allow for realistic geotechnical investigations in 

the river, while foundation construction had to be timed to coin-

cide with the dry season.

From the outset it was clear that building a bridge over the 

Senqu River would have to be done with due consideration of the 

weather, i.e. seasonal timing would be crucial. Major challenges 

that the site teams had to manage during the project, often on 

a day-to-day basis, were high rainfall with associated elevated 

water levels, and freezing temperatures and snow. Th e teams also 

had to contend with unplanned sluice gate openings from dams 

upstream of the bridge site, resulting in work disruptions.

Despite these challenges, the young site team enjoyed an 

epic adventure while constructing a bridge in a beautiful part of 

Africa, where they were working in tune with nature and all its 

quirks. Offi  ce jockeys, eat your hearts out!

Th e bridge construction involved the installation of a temporary 

causeway across the river to facilitate access to all pier and abutment 

locations, while allowing the unabated natural fl ow of the river.

Th e piling for the foundations was executed by Stefanutti 

Stocks Geotechnical and involved the installation of 900 mm 

Incrementally launched Incrementally launched 
Senqu River BridgeSenqu River Bridge
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launching yard, prior to the sections being launched across the gorge by incremental hydraulic jacking
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and 1 100 mm diameter raked permanent cased oscillator piles 

throughout the bridge foundations. Th e piles were socketed into 

the rock layer underlying the bridge site.

Reinforced concrete abutments and piers were constructed, 

with the temporary launching yard located directly behind the 

abutment once a mechanically stabilised retaining wall had been 

completed to hold the abutment fi ll.

Due to the size of the girders, structural steel members were 

fabricated off -site and moved to site using specialised transport. 

Th e assembly of the structural steel girders, with associated 

bracing, was done in the temporary launching yard, prior to the 

sections being launched across the gorge using an incremental 

hydraulic jacking technique. 

Once the structural steel girders were located in their fi nal 

positions, the construction of the 250 mm in-situ concrete deck 

could commence.

Th e purpose-designed deck formwork system proved to be 

very effi  cient, and assisted the site team with achieving a regular 

cycle time during the casting of the seven deck sections. After 

completion of the deck, the in-situ parapets, walkways, joints, 

jockey slabs, etc, were constructed.

IN CLOSING
Th e Senqu River Bridge project has presented a unique combina-

tion of challenges – the most demanding of which were the adverse 

weather, remote location and unpredictable river levels – but the 

engineers and construction professionals, with their never-say-die 

attitude and their inherent desire to succeed, have constructed 

a landmark structure that will benefi t the local communities for 

generations to come. 

KEY PROJECT STATISTICS
Concrete 1 860 m³

Rebar 325 ton

Structural steel 250 ton

Piles: 900 mm 144 m

Piles: 1 100 mm 98 m

Side elevation of the bridge showing 
deck and parapet construction under way

The construction of the 250 mm in-situ concrete deck in progress



INTRODUCTION
SANRAL appointed SMEC South Africa 

in 2009 for improvement works to the 

Ballito Interchange, situated 45 km 

north of Durban. Th e upgrading of this 

interchange became necessary due to 

capacity limitations and poor operational 

effi  ciency at the existing interchange con-

fi guration. 

Th e original scope of services for 

improvements to the Ballito Interchange 

included signalising the existing ramp 

terminals, as well as the design and con-

struction of a single-loop ramp for the 

east-to-north right-turn movement. To 

accommodate the envisaged loop ramp, 

the western bridge jackspan required 

reconstruction.

STRUCTURAL CAPACITY ANALYSIS
A structural capacity analysis was car-

ried out on the existing bridge over 

the N2 at Ballito. The results showed 

that the deck lacked sufficient shear 

reinforcement, and that significant deck 

strengthening would be required in 

terms of the design loading code. The 

bridge deck also required modification 

or lengthening for the proposed loop 

ramp. This could only be achieved in 

half-width construction, with signifi-

cant traffic accommodation complica-

tions. Despite the lengthening and 

strengthening of the deck, the bridge 

width was also found to be inadequate 

for the required number of traffic lanes 

and pedestrian walkways. Improving 
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Photo 1: The Partial Cloverleaf Type A2 design for the Ballito Interchange allows 
for free-flow movements on the dominant approach and departure ramps 



pedestrian safety in and out of Ballito 

was an integral part of the design.

In addition, as part of the initial in-

vestigations as per the original scope of 

works, the traffi  c study showed that the 

originally proposed improvements did 

not make adequate provision for existing 

traffi  c demands, or for future traffi  c 

demands that would be generated by the 

planned developments surrounding the 

Ballito area and the expected growth 

associated with the new King Shaka 

International Airport.  

It was established from the traffic 

study that two free-flow loop ramps, 

as well as additional lanes, would be 

required on the bridge over the N2. The 

terrain and road reserve constraints 

were such that it would not be pos-

sible to provide the loop ramps at the 

required 50 m radius within the existing 

interchange configuration. A number of 

layout options were investigated by the 

geometric design team.

MOVING THE INTERCHANGE
It was agreed with SANRAL that shifting 

the interchange approximately 90 m to 

the south was required to accommodate 

the new north-east quadrant loop ramp. 

Th e provision of a new interchange posi-

tion would also provide a new structure 

over the N2 with adequate lane capacity 

on the overpass arterial. In addition, 

the dominant traffi  c movement ramps 

would be designed as two-lane ramps, 

and the tie-ins to the existing N2 would 

be designed to cater for the future N2 ca-

pacity upgrade from a four-lane dual car-

riageway freeway to an eight-lane divided-

carriageway freeway. Th ese benefi ts were 

fully compatible with the traffi  c study 

recommendations and ensured that the 

improved interchange would adequately 

cater for the existing traffi  c demands and 

be well-suited to accommodate the antici-

pated changes in this bustling north coast 

development node.
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Photo 4: The piers of the new bridge consist of four columns per pier, 
one under each voided slab beam, and each supporting two bearings

Photo 3: The new interchange bridge was designed with 
two centre spans of 26 m each, and outer spans of 21 m

Photo 2: Approach arterial MR445 was also 
widened as part of the interchange upgrade 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN
Th e preferred geometric layout for 

the Ballito Interchange was a Partial 

Cloverleaf Type A2 Interchange System, 

allowing for free-fl ow movements (Photo 

1) on the dominant approach and depar-

ture ramps. 

In addition, the approach arterial, 

MR445 (Photo 2), would also be widened 

as part of the interchange upgrade to ac-

commodate the traffi  c demand in and out 

of Ballito, and to ensure that the approach 

lane confi gurations are in balance with 

the future interchange itself. 

Th e new interchange bridge (Photos 

3 and 4 ) was designed with two centre 

spans of 26 m each, as determined by the 

existing N2 and provision for future ca-

pacity improvements, and outer spans of 

21 m. With a maximum span of 26 m and 

no vertical clearance issues, the optimum 

deck design was a cast in-situ, 1.3 m deep 

voided slab. Th e slightly deeper deck, with 

a slenderness ratio of 20 instead of the 

more conventional 23, meant less defl ec-

tions and less pre-stressing.

As the proposed MR445 roadway 

width would total 32 m, it was decided 

to accommodate the arterial roadway on 

two decks rather than a single very wide 

deck. Th is option reduced the amount of 

reinforcement required in the deck and 

simplifi ed the construction sequence. Two 

separate 16 m wide decks presented fur-

ther challenges – as this is still very wide 

for a single-voided slab deck, the chosen 

cross-section consisted of two voided slab 

beams, joined with a thin slab, and with 

cantilevers on the outside.  

Th e new bridge is 95 m long with a 

vertical clearance over the N2 of more 

than 7 m. Th e proposed construction 

method was a cast in-situ staged con-

struction method, with a construction 

joint at the quarter point of one of the 

main spans. Th e contractor had more 

than 2 m available for staging above the 

5.2 m clearance envelope to the deck 

soffi  t, and the temporary works could 

span the N2 carriageway, allowing two 

lanes open to traffi  c at all times.

Th e piers consist of four columns per 

pier, one under each voided slab beam and 

each supporting two bearings. To improve 

the appearance, the columns were tapered 

in both directions, widening to 3.6 m at 

the top transversely, and varying in thick-

ness from 900 mm at the foundation level 

to approximately 1 500 mm at the pier 

top. Large chamfers were placed in the 

corners of the piers to further improve the 

aesthetic appearance of the bridge.

As the new bridge was on a new 

alignment, the construction of the bridge 

did not have an impact on the existing 

overpass and therefore did not impede the 

traffi  c fl ow, which was critical in main-

taining a smooth fl ow of traffi  c through 

the interchange during construction.

A geotechnical investigation for the 

bridge foundations and lateral support 

design confi rmed that the interchange 

area is underlain by deep, unconsolidated 

sediments of the Berea Formation, and 

overlying weathered sandstone, shale 

and mudstone bedrock of the Vryheid 

Formation at depths in excess of 25 m 

below the existing ground level.  

Eight boreholes were drilled, two at 

each foundation. Th ese indicated that 

the bridge would be founded in the Berea 

Formation, which varies from dense, 

clayey, fi ne-to-medium sand, to stiff , 

slightly-sandy clay. Settlement analyses 

indicated that shallow founding on 

spread footings would have resulted in 

settlements greater than 80 mm, which 

would have been unacceptably high. A 

piled deep foundation was considered, 

but deemed too expensive. To reduce 

settlements to more acceptable levels of 

40 mm to 60 mm using spread footings, 

it was recommended that the abutments 

be founded at 5 m below ground level on 

pre-treated foundation platforms and the 

pier footings at 2 m below existing ground 

level respectively.  

Due to the site constraints and level 

diff erences between the ramps, a re-

taining structure was required to provide 

lateral support for the area between the 

north-to-east off -ramp and the west-to-

Photo 5: An anchored contiguous retaining pile wall provides lateral support for 
the area between the north-to-east off-ramp and the west-to-south loop on-ramp

Photo 6: The Ballito Interchange was offi cially opened by the Minister of Transport, Ms Dipuo 
Peters, and Mr Mxolisi Kaunda, MEC for Transport, Community Safety and Liaison, on 1 July 2016 
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south loop on-ramp. An anchored contig-

uous pile wall with a reinforced concrete 

panel façade was proposed to allow for 

‘top down’ construction, as the north-to-

east ramp would carry traffi  c close to the 

wall during construction (Photo 5).

Although the heavy vehicle traffi  c on 

the opposing ramps was signifi cantly less, 

a single uniform pavement was recom-

mended for all the interchange ramps and 

the MR445, which would be suitable for 

an ES10 traffi  c class. It was recommended 

that an asphalt base/cemented sub-base 

type of pavement be constructed for 

the interchange, as it would be the most 

suitable for construction where traffi  c 

must be accommodated through multiple 

phases of staged construction which 

also included many turning movements. 

Th e pavement allowed traffi  c to be ac-

commodated on the asphalt base during 

construction, with fi nal surfacing to be 

constructed at the end once all major road 

sections had been completed. Th e recom-

mended surfacing comprised 45 mm con-

tinuously-graded medium asphalt with 

rolled-in chippings to provide adequate 

surface texture for skid resistance at the 

lower speeds (less than 80 km/h) antici-

pated within the interchange. 

Th e extension of the east-to-south 

ramp on the N2 required the construction 

of a section of rigid concrete pavement 

adjacent to the existing concrete pave-

ment. Th e recommended design matched 

the existing jointed concrete pavement of 

the N2 main carriageway.  

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
In addition to the high volume of ve-

hicular traffi  c, the existing interchange 

also carried signifi cant pedestrian 

movement. Pedestrian traffi  c through 

the interchange, along the MR445 in 

particular, was mainly on unsafe and 

informal pathways, either in the narrow 

verges behind the guardrails or adjacent 

to drainage channels. Pedestrian counts 

confi rmed the need for pedestrian foot-

ways. Provision was therefore made for 

formalised footways on both sides of 

the MR445 crossing the N2, as well as 

formalised footways linking the new bus/

taxi embayment on the N2 to the facili-

ties on the MR445 in a manner which 

minimises pedestrians crossing ramps 

and the N2 median. Th e ramp terminals 

off  the N2 were provided with traffi  c 

signals which off er gap opportunities for 

pedestrians to cross the ramp terminals. 

Th e new formalised concrete footpaths 

linking the bus/taxi embayments on both 

carriageways of the N2 were positioned 

behind the cast in-situ reinforced con-

crete barriers around the outside of the 

loop ramps, further facilitating the safer 

movement of pedestrian traffi  c through 

the interchange.

STREET LIGHTING
To increase safety and visibility at night, 

verge street lighting was provided on the 

outer edges of the ramps and the provin-

cial cross-road. High-mast lighting was 

not considered, due to the close proximity 

of a private housing estate.

RELOCATION OF SERVICES
As with any urban upgrade project, 

relocation of services had to be carefully 

planned during the construction phasing, 

including the jacking of a 1 800 mm di-

ameter concrete pipe culvert some 52 m 

in length under both carriageways of 

the N2. Th e controlled demolition of the 

existing interchange bridge on completion 

of the new works also required careful 

programming. To ensure sustainability 

on SANRAL projects, the concrete from 

the demolished bridge was crushed by 

the contractor and re-used in an adjacent 

road contract.

IN CLOSING
Th e complexities associated with this 

project are to be expected from a retro-

fi t type interchange upgrade within a 

constrained environment. Th e solution 

provided by SMEC South Africa and 

implemented by SANRAL, with construc-

tion undertaken by Stefanutti Stocks, 

has been well received by the Ballito 

community. Construction was completed 

in September 2015 and the Interchange 

was offi  cially opened by the Minister 

of Transport, Ms Dipuo Peters, and Mr 

Mxolisi Kaunda, MEC for Transport, 

Community Safety and Liaison, on 

1 July 2016 (Photo 6). 
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BACKGROUND
Th e relatively small contact area between the tyres of a heavy 

vehicle and the road surface is the only interaction between the 

vehicle of several tonnes and the road surface. Th is contact area 

is traditionally referred to as the “footprint”. Th e performance-

based standards (PBS) or “Smart Truck” pilot project has been 

operational in South Africa since 2007, and currently approxi-

mately 162 vehicles, spread over various industries, are partici-

pating in the project.

PBS is a framework of heavy-vehicle regulation, distinct from 

the more usual prescriptive approach found in many countries. 

Th e PBS approach directly assesses desired vehicle performance 

in terms of safety, stability and road wear, instead of the indirect 

prescriptive approach. Th e scheme has signifi cant potential 

benefi ts in terms of transport effi  ciency, road/vehicle safety and 

the protection of road infrastructure.
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By the end of June 2016 approximately 73 million monitored 

kilometres had been completed by the PBS fl eet. Th e project 

is showing dramatic improvements from both a safety and ef-

fi ciency perspective. It is envisaged that, by the end of 2016, the 

current fl eet would have saved a total of approximately 280 000 

trips and in excess of 8 million litres of fuel since 2010. Th ere 

has also been a signifi cant improvement in safety statistics, with 

baseline vehicles showing a 70% higher crash rate compared to 

smart trucks (see summary in Figure 1).

Th e PBS project is also very concerned with the preserva-

tion of the national road and bridge infrastructure. Each vehicle 

is therefore analysed to ensure that it causes less road wear per 

tonne of payload compared to the baseline vehicle. Th e vehicle 

is also subjected to a full bridge load analysis to ensure that the 

smart truck is not overloaded and does not contribute to failure 

of various bridge types in South Africa.

In order for a vehicle to be considered for the pilot project, 

the vehicle must pass a vehicle dynamics safety assessment, as 

well as a benchmarked road wear assessment, performed using 

mePADS (Mechanistic Emperical Pavement Design and Analysis 

Software). Understanding the contact stresses at the tyre–road 

interface is an important fi eld of study, as this has bearing on the 

road wear results obtained from road wear assessments.

Th e tyre–road pavement contact stresses are complex and 

dependent on numerous variables relating to both the tyres and the 

operating conditions. Due to the competitive nature of the premium 

tyre industry, availability of information on the tyre–road pavement 

contact stress distributions is limited. Performing the necessary 

experimental work is also time-consuming and expensive, and there-

fore data in this regard is limited. Traditional analytical methods 

have assumed that the tyre contact stress area is round, with uniform 

contact pressure. Two methods are popular for determining either 

the circular contact area or the assumed uniform stress. Either one 

of these is required for a road wear assessment. Th e one method as-

sumes that the uniform stress at the tyre–road interface is equal to 

the tyre infl ation pressure; the recommended tyre infl ation pressure 

for a particular load is obtained from the European Tyre and Rim 

Technical Organisation (ETRTO) standards. Alternatively the con-

tact area can be obtained assuming that the diameter of the circular 

contact area is equal to the width of the tyre (Roux & De Beer 2011).

It is, however, known from experimentation that the tyre 

contact stresses are neither uniform nor circular in shape. 

Furthermore, the measured vertical contact stresses exceed 

the tyre infl ation pressures by approximately 30%. Overloaded 

and underinfl ated tyres may also result in contact stresses that 

Table 1:  Uniform contact stress based on two assumptions, compared with mean contact stress

based on SIM measurements (Roux & De Beer 2011)

Tyre designation
Wheel load 

(kg)

TiP

(kPa)

Uniform contact stress (kPa)

Assumption 1 Assumption 2 Mean measured

315/80 R22.5 2 500 590 590 315 514

315/80 R22.5 3 000 740 740 380 469

315/80 R22.5 4 000 850 850 505 657

425/65 R22.5 4 000 600 600 280 428

425/65 R22.5 4 500 700 700 315 514

425/65 R22.5 5 000 795 795 350 547

11 R22.5 2 000 580 580 320 368

11 R22.5 2 500 760 760 400 361

Figure 2: Stress-In-Motion (SIM) measuring pad
Figure 4: Examples of (a) the “n” shape vertical stress distribution for 
a heavy vehicle tyre, and (b) the “m” shape vertical stress distribution

Figure 3: Higway rib tread pattern 

a b
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exceed the tyre infl ation pressure by two to three times (CSIR 

1997). Th e Stress-In-Motion (SIM) system has been used in 

South Africa since the 1990s to research the interaction forces 

between slow-moving tyres and textured road surfaces (De Beer 

& Sallie 2012). Th e SIM system is a unique measuring system 

that is used for the quantifi cation of triaxial (3D) tyre force/stress 

distributions (De Beer 1994; De Beer & Fisher 2013). Th e unique-

ness of the system is defi ned by a textured measuring surface 

in order to represent a typical “textured” road surface. An SIM 

measuring pad testing area consists of 1 020 supporting pins and 

a transverse array of 21 sensing elements, covering the entire tyre 

contact patch. Each one of the sensing elements has a 9.7 mm 

diameter circular contact surface area (approximately 73.9 mm2) 

and is dimensionally optimised, allowing measurements in 

various tyre-rolling conditions on a textured measuring surface. 

Th e textured surface emulates a tyre–road contact surface, and 

thus induces some preconditioning of tyre–road contact proper-

ties due to small gaps around all supporting and measuring pins. 

Th e system is installed fl ush with the road surface, on a rigid sup-

port base, and can be used for real tyre-rolling (or truck-rolling) 

conditions. A single SIM measuring pad contains 63 strain meas-

uring channels (3 × 21) for the sensing elements in order to cap-

ture forces/stresses in three dimensions (De Beer & Fisher 2013). 

An example of the SIM measuring pad is shown in Figure 2.

Research performed at the CSIR (Council for Scientifi c and 

Industrial Research) has suggested that the actual uniform contact 

stress values measured for tyres typically fall somewhere between the 

two traditional assumptions of uniform contact stress on a circular 

area as described earlier. Th is phenomenon is illustrated in Table 1.

From the PBS analyses performed at the CSIR it has been 

noted that most of the vehicles being studied use the 315/80 

R22.5 tyre type, with a number using wide-base tyres, specifi -

cally 385/65 R22.5 and 425/65 R22.5 tyres. Th ese tyre types will 

subsequently be referred to as “315s”, “385s” and “425s”.

From the SIM database it was also discovered that the ma-

jority of tyres studied had the same type of tread pattern, namely 

the “highway rib” variation, as shown in Figure 3. Th erefore only 

this tread pattern was considered during this study.

Currently no single equation exists in order to predict the 

actual measured uniform contact stress at the tyre–road inter-

face for various tyre types. Th ere is even less success at creating 

an accurate model for 3D stress distributions at the footprint.

A phenomenon worth mentioning is that generally the con-

tact pattern (“footprint”) of a tyre changes from the well-known 

“n” shape to the “m” shape with increased tyre loading and/or 

reduced tyre pressure. Th ese “n” and “m” shape patterns refer to 

the shape of the curve of the peak stresses over the width of the 

tyre contact area. Examples of “n” and “m” shape distributions 

are shown in Figure 4.

AIMS OF THE STUDY
Th e aim was to develop a vertical tyre–road interface stress 

model in order to estimate the uniform contact stress for three 

specifi c tyre types (315s, 385s and 425s). 

Th ree tyres from the Stress-In-Motion (SIM) database were 

used in the development of the functions necessary to estimate 

the uniform contact stress at the tyre–road interface. Multi-

variate linear regression was used to develop the functions for 

the tyre contact stress. Furthermore, only the “highway rib” tyre 

tread pattern was considered during this analysis, while all other 

factors that may infl uence contact stress were not considered.

Th e results will be used to increase the accuracy of the road 

wear simulations performed as part of the PBS project. It can 

also be used to quantify the eff ect that over- and underinfl ated 

tyres have on the road infrastructure.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Th e TyreStress-Internal application developed by the CSIR was 

used to access the SIM test data. Th e entries for 315s, 385s and 
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Table 2:  Errors associated with different

equations for three tyre types

Error 315s 385s 425s

Maximum error 6.14% 4.12% 6.02%

Average absolute error 1.19% 1.04% 1.64%

Figure 5: Axle load versus uniform contact stress for Tyre 8 (315) at various tyre inflation pressures (TiP)
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425s were investigated to determine which had the most con-

sistent data, with the least noise and fewest outliers. 

The various methods used in the TyreStress-Internal 

application to estimate the tyre–road footprint area, or the 

average contact stress, were investigated in order to identify 

the most suitable method, i.e. the method that provides the 

most accurate estimation of the contact area or average uni-

form contact stress. This comparison between methods was 

done through visual inspection, as well as recommendations 

obtained from experts involved in the development of the 

TyreStress-Internal application.

After selecting the appropriate model, a test matrix was used 

to extract the necessary information from the database. Th e test 

matrix consisted of obtaining the average measured uniform 

contact stress for a specifi c tyre relating to a specifi c tyre infl a-

tion pressure (TiP) and the wheel load. Th e data was extracted 

over the entire test range of TiPs and available tyre loads.

After a suffi  cient amount of data points had been obtained, 

various regression models were investigated to fi nd one that best 

fi tted the data. Th e models which produced the lowest average 

error over the sample range were then selected.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND INNOVATIONS
Only one entry was available for 385s, and it was not suited for 

the study as it had an off -road tread pattern, resulting in signifi -

cant deviation in contact stress distribution. 

Of all the entries in the TyreStress-Internal application, one 

set of tyre data was selected for a 315 and one for a 425 tyre type. 

Both these tyres were manufactured and tested in 1996.

Th e model selected to determine the uniform contact stress 

was the so-called “Equivalent Staggered Diamond”, available in the 

TyreStress-Internal database. Th is model uses the total number of 

pins that are in contact with the tyre during testing, as well as an 

interpolation function to estimate the total contact area. 

Th e results illustrating the relationship between the tyre load 

and the uniform contact stress over a circular area were plotted 

to visualise the data in order to look for structure contained 

therein. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the axle 

load and the uniform contact stress at various tyre infl ation pres-

sures for Tyre 8 (315).

One unexpected trend is the change in gradient in the 

curves, as can be seen at a tyre load of 50 kN (Figure 5). On either 

side of this gradient change the curves follow an approximately 

straight line. Th e slope of these curves are, however, diff erent on 

either side. It is postulated that this change in gradient indicates 

the transition from the “n” shape to the “m” shape when consid-

ering the tyre contact stress profi le across the tyre contact patch. 

Th is hypothesis seems to be supported by results obtained from 

fi nite element studies (a similar trend was observed for Tyre 6, 

but at a diff erent tyre load).

Various models spanning diff erent test regions were investi-

gated in order to obtain the most accurate model/s. After various 

iterations it was found that the most accurate results were for an 

operating range of 25 kN to 45 kN vertical tyre load. Th is tyre 

operating range is based on current legal axle loads imposed on 

heavy vehicles in South Africa. Th is range falls to the left of the 

observed change in gradient in the data set where good correla-

tion was found.

It was also found that a universal model, where the tyre width 

is an input model, had signifi cantly lower accuracies compared 
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to models fi tted to each individual tyre. A model was therefore 

developed for each tyre type.

Multivariate linear regression with a 4th order polynomial 

produced the lowest average errors for all approaches.

Th e results for the individual models showed an even greater 

accuracy, with a maximum average error of 1.64% in the case of 

the 425 tyre. Th ere are 15 terms in each of the equations. Th e er-

rors associated with the diff erent equations are listed in Table 2.

CONCLUSION
Uniform tyre–road interface stress models have been developed 

for 315, 385 and 425 tyres which accurately predict the average 

vertical uniform contact stress between the road and tyre sur-

faces. Th ese equations were developed for the normal operating 

loading range of truck tyres, i.e. between 25 kN and 45 kN.

A single/universal equation that could be applied to all tyre 

types studied was developed, but it was found that the errors 

at critical operational points as recommended by the ERTRO 

standards were large. As a result, individual equations were de-

veloped for each of the three tyres in the study. Th e errors associ-

ated with these equations are relatively low, with the average ab-

solute errors being less than 2%. Th e input parameters for these 

functions are the tyre infl ation pressure and vertical tyre load.

Th e models developed will be incorporated into road wear 

assessments, as performed by the CSIR, in order to obtain more 

accurate results. Th e value and the need for road wear analyses 

are increasing as the importance and cost to develop and main-

tain the road infrastructure are better understood. Further work 

in this fi eld is therefore needed.

RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to improve the confi dence in the model developed, 

further testing of tyres considered in this study, using the SIM 

system, will be necessary. Testing of other tyre sizes will allow 

the model to be expanded further, specifi cally by using modern 

tyres (post-2010) in order to account for the latest tyre tech-

nology. Th e addition of more data points will also render the data 

statistically more reliable and would allow the models that were 

developed in this investigation to be tested further. More data 

would also result in a reduction in the error of the universal ap-

proach, with a single function for all tyre widths. In addition to 

this, the impact on contact stress across the various tyre brands 

can be determined. 

It is furthermore recommended that a 385 tyre with the 

same “highway rib” tread patterns be investigated in order to 

quantify the accuracy of the developed model, based on linear 

interpolation.

Th e models can also be expanded to include the observed 

change in gradient of the uniform stress versus axle load curves 

at a specifi c point for all tyre infl ation pressures.

Th e regression models could be expanded to include other 

tyre parameters, such as profi le height and tread pattern to in-

crease the accuracy of the universal function. 

Future investigations could also aim to develop models which 

move away from the assumption of uniform contact stress and 

instead take into consideration the variation in the contact stress 

across the contact area. Th e 3D stress state could also be incor-

porated to take longitudinal eff ects into consideration.

Th e PBS project is showing great potential to increase the 

safety and effi  ciency of heavy vehicle transport. Continued re-

search on tyre–road stresses is of the utmost importance for the 

preservation of the South African road infrastructure.
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In order to improve the confi dence in the model 

developed, further testing of tyres considered 

in this study, using the SIM system, will be 

necessary. Testing of other tyre sizes will allow 

the model to be expanded further, specifi cally 

by using modern tyres (post-2010) in order 

to account for the latest tyre technology. The 

addition of more data points will also render the 

data statistically more reliable and would allow the 

models that were developed in this investigation 

to be tested further.
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INTRODUCTION
In Africa alone it is estimated that 

$93 billion per year are required to ad-

dress infrastructure backlogs. A massive 

burden is consequently placed on local 

governments in terms of raising revenue 

to further fi nance major infrastructure 

upgrades and additions. Over the past 

ten years National Treasury has con-

tributed signifi cantly towards transport 

infrastructure investment in South Arica. 

While these fund allocations are expected 

to continue, or even increase in the near 

future, they will most likely not overcome 

the current infrastructure funding defi cit 

(Brown-Luthango 2010).

While transport infrastructure 

provides access to various economic 

opportunities for individuals (World 

Bank 2009), McGaffi  n (2011) regards 

infrastructure expenditure as something 

more than just access provision. He 

believes the expenditure can be seen 

as an investment that can lead to pos-

sible value creation and value capture 

opportunities. Value creation is defi ned 

as the additional value created due to 

infrastructure investment, while value 

capture is the acquisition, by public and/

or private entities, of a portion of the 

returns for the investment (Huxly 2009). 

Th is additional value can then be used 

for the fi nancing of certain projects.

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
PROPERTY VALUES
While there are many theories behind 

what exactly it is that determines the 

value of a property, location is widely 

accepted as crucial. This is a topic fre-

quently discussed by urban economists. 

Early studies suggest that land values 

are derived from transportation savings 

due to the location of the land parcel 

relative to the CBD. Bid-rent theory 

posits that the price of a land parcel 

increases due to the proximity to the 

CBD, and land parcel sizes increase with 

an increasing distance from the CBD 

(Fujita 1989). 

However, land value is not only 

dependent on the location of the site. 

Various authors have conducted studies 

to determine exactly what the diff erent 

determinants for increased property 

values are, and most authors agree on 

three broad categories which include the 

following factors:

Physical: Physical factors speak to the 

quantitative and qualitative features 

associated with a certain property, such 

as the size, type of land use and existing 

infrastructure on the land parcel.

Environmental: Environmental 

amenities are the externalities that 

emerge from the surrounding neigh-

bourhood. Externalities or secondary 

costs and benefi ts are those costs 

incurred by communities as a whole.

Accessibility: Th e accessibility of a place 

of interest is determined by diff erent 

modes of travel (Bowes & Ihlanfeldt 2001).

VALUE CAPTURE FINANCE
Huxly (2009) describes value capture 

fi nance (VCF) as “the appropriation of 

value, generated by public sector inter-

vention and private sector investment in 

relation to an underused asset (land and/

or structure), for local re-investment to 

produce public good and potential pri-

vate benefi t”. 

Value capturing can therefore be 

further described as a method whereby 

additional land value is extracted as a 

result of public investment into com-
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munity infrastructure. Th is might occur 

where, for instance, a school, or more 

specifi cally public transport and other 

infrastructure, are provided. Th e ad-

ditional land value is the total land value 

after the public investment, minus the 

value of the property had the additional 

public investment not occurred.

Th e main reason for value creation 

and capturing is simply because many 

municipalities do not have the necessary 

funding to undertake the required infra-

structure expenditure. Th e components 

of the VCF positive feedback loop are as 

follows (see Figure 1):

Value creation: Unlocking of the 

potential value increases of un-

derutilised assets. This is done by the 

public sector to increase the demand 

for private sector investment.

Value realisation: Actual invest-

ment from the private sector, ensuring 

that the value increase is realised.

Value capture: Public sector ar-

rangements, which entail that a 

portion of the private sector invest-

ment is returned locally (as mon-

etary or in-kind contributions). 

Value recycling: Re-investment from 

the private sector, which might lead 

to further funding arrangements.

Value creation can take place in various 

forms. How the additional value is calcu-

lated is also a very important feature in the 

value creation and capturing process. Th ere 

are diff erent measuring methods, all leading 

to diff erent results. It is important to un-

derstand exactly how they diff er in order to 

avoid public and private sector disputes.

Various mechanisms to capture value 

have been developed across diff erent con-

tinents. Although all mechanisms work 

diff erently, all of them can be divided into 

two broad categories:

 ■  Mechanisms where the value is cap-

tured from income to pay for transport 

or other urban infrastructure (mon-

etary mechanisms). 

 ■  Mechanisms where the added value 

is used to facilitate broader planning 

outcomes (e.g. densifi cation and inclu-

sionary housing).

CASE STUDY
A case study was conducted on the 

Gautrain railway in order to see if 

there is any correlation between public 

transport infrastructure investments 

and adjacent property price increases. 

Th e Gautrain was specifi cally chosen 

as a case study, as it is a unique project 

in South Africa and required consider-

able investment when constructed. Th e 

potential for this additional value being 

captured was also considered.

Lightstone Property provided 

secondary data, which was used for 

the analysis. The data included Deeds 

Office Property Registrations for devel-

oped properties. Purchase dates since 

2008 for properties within 8 km of the 

Centurion, Hatfield, Johannesburg, 

Marlboro, Midrand, Pretoria, 

Rhodesfield, Rosebank and Sandton 

Gautrain stations respectively were 

included in the data. A filter was applied 

to select only residential sales. 

Repeat sales were used as the value 

creation measuring method in the anal-

ysis to avoid the pitfalls associated with 

changes in the types of properties that 

transact in one year versus another year. 

In order to organise the data, and con-

sequently simplify the analysis, the data 

was divided into three variables, namely:

 ■ housing type

 ■ distance from station, and 

 ■ analysis year.

Residential property value percentage 

change due to proximity is defi ned as: 
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Figure 1: The value capture finance positive feedback loop
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(average infl ation of properties 0–2 km 

from Gautrain station) minus (average 

infl ation of properties within 5–8 km 

from the station). It is assumed that the 

Gautrain does not aff ect properties that 

are 5–8 km away from stations. Th is then 

serves as the base residential property 

trend for a certain area.

The reliability of the data was tested 

using a multiple regression model or 

4-way ANOVA analysis which tests 

multiple predictors for a particular 

outcome variable such as, in this case, 

average property inflation. If a certain 

data set was deemed to have statistical 

significance, it amounted to a post hoc 

comparison which was done by using 

the Tukey’s HSD (Honest Significant 

Difference) method.

The results of the case study are 

displayed in Table 1 and Figure 2. The 

results clearly indicate the residential 

property trends for each station. Not 

all stations experienced property value 

increases. Noise implications might 

be one of the factors for decreasing 

trends. Rosebank Station seems to 

perform best regarding property 

value increases. Pretoria Station and 

Johannesburg Station performed very 

poorly prior to operation, but out-

performed the other stations in 2013. 

This might be due to city revitalisation 

projects and initiatives taking place 

in the city centres. In Johannesburg, 

properties within a 0–2 km radius from 

stations increased by 8.49%, and in 

Pretoria by 7.78% in 2013.

CONCLUSIONS
The primary observation from the 

case study analysis was a general in-

crease in residential property values 

in close vicinity to Gautrain stations. 

Densification also took place around 

stations after the construction of the 

Gautrain. Residential properties closer 

to stations indicated a more significant 

price increase than properties further 

away. All properties performed better 

after the operation of the Gautrain had 

started. In the ANOVA analysis, for 

all variables except for the Midrand 

Station, the dataset is significant.

Value capturing mechanisms are 

seldom considered when planning and 

financing transport infrastructure in 

a South African context, but if consid-

ered, might lead to significant financial 

savings on projects. In general, proper-

ties within close proximity of transport 

infrastructure have shown increased 

property values, and consequently the 

opportunity to capture these additional 

values arises. Transport infrastructure 

investment can also be used to change 

urban shape and stimulate development 

and rejuvenation, especially in areas 

susceptible to urban decay. Public-

private-partnerships will most likely 

dictate value capturing agreements.
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Table 1: Weighted mean annual residential property value percentage change (0–2 km from station) between 2008 and 2013

Station &

Year
Centurion Hatfi eld Johannesburg Marlboro Midrand Pretoria Rhodesfi eld Rosebank Sandton

2008 0.80% -0.29% 1.76% 0.02% -1.18% -0.29% 0.45% -0.40% 1.17%

2009 -1.99% -2.14% -3.12% -0.72% -3.05% -4.89% -3.80% 1.50% 0.62%

2010 -2.19% -1.66% -5.57% -0.44% -2.58% -5.39% -2.17% 1.47% -0.95%

2011 -1.62% -0.94% -3.55% -0.61% -1.14% -2.72% -0.89% 1.23% -0.12%

2012 -2.24% -0.57% -3.14% -1.34% -1.53% -2.33% -1.81% 3.05% 0.28%

2013 -1.64% 2.15% 5.35% 0.94% -0.49% 5.45% -0.90% 2.93% 1.27%

Figure 2: Weighted mean annual residential property value percentage 
change (0–2 km from station) between 2008 and 2013
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THE FUEL LEVY
The South African fuel levy is used to 

fund government’s general expenditure 

programmes, including the construc-

tion and maintenance of roads and 

the support of public transport. Yet, 

the continuing reliance on the fuel 

levy to generate sufficient income is 

questioned, due to a decrease in the 

average amount of fuel sold per vehicle 

per annum. This in turn is due to tech-

nological trends which include more 

fuel-efficient vehicles, the introduction 

of electric and hybrid vehicles and al-

ternative fuels, as well as societal trends 

which include working from home and 

Internet shopping. These problems 

around the fuel levy are not unique 

to South Africa. Various countries 

(America, the European nations, New 

Zealand and Australia) are also experi-

encing a decline in the amount of funds 

that the road-user charge can generate. 

However, these countries are actively 

engaged in looking at alternative means 

of road financing.

Th e full research paper presented 

at the Southern African Transport 

Conference in July this year aimed to 

identify, explore and test a viable and 

operationally feasible alternative that ad-

dresses many of the problems associated 

with the current South African fuel levy.

It was found, through a qualitative 

analysis of alternative transportation 

financing sources, that governments 

around the world use a combination of 

traditional methods to collect funds for 

the construction and maintenance of 

transportation infrastructure. These 

include, but are not limited to, fuel 

taxes, vehicle registration fees, tolls, 

bonds and general fund expenditure 

through income taxes. Furthermore, 

over the past couple of years many gov-

ernments have been experimenting with 

non-traditional methods which include 

debt financing instruments, credit as-

sistance, public-private-partnerships, 

emissions fees, and congestion and 

cordon pricing. Except for conges-

tion pricing, the problem with the 

above-mentioned methods is that they 

stimulate bad travel habits, and do not 

address the problems associated with 

the fuel levy. They only deliver small 

contributions to revenue funds, and as 

a tax they are not really a good notion, 

as the purpose of a tax is to change bad 

behaviour to good behaviour. 

The SAICE Transportation Engineering 

Division recognised the full version of 

this article as the best in the Under 35 

Young Professional category at the 

Southern African Transport Conference 

held in Pretoria earlier this year. The 

original paper was co-authored by Prof 

Stephan Krygsman, who is also acting 

as the author’s PhD supervisor.
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A PROPOSED NEW APPROACH
The research on which this article is 

based subsequently identified a new, 

innovative approach, named Kilometre-

Based Road User Charges (KBRUC), as 

a potentially viable alternative in South 

Africa. The system, which is being 

piloted in America and Europe, charges 

vehicles directly for each kilometre 

driven. This method is deemed to be 

the best solution to the problems associ-

ated with the fuel levy, as it will not be 

influenced by technological and societal 

trends, is not dependent on fuel sales, 

can be a progressive tax, can generate 

more income to keep up with road con-

struction and maintenance cost, and 

taxes for actual road use. Furthermore, 

it can supplement and even in the future 

replace the fuel levy to provide suffi-

cient income. It is a policy-sensitive al-

ternative whereby, if the tax is changed, 

it impacts on road users’ behaviour. It 

is, in theory at least, relatively easy to 

implement, and can inform road users 

of costs through an itemised road-user-

charge monthly bill. 

Th e concept of the KBRUC system 

was explored through a review of interna-

tional research and pilot projects, and it 

was found that this fi nancing mechanism 

can have many confi gurations, but must 

incorporate at least the following 11 key 

technical components: 

1. Th e purpose of the implementation

2. Which vehicles and 

users to be charged

3. Technological devices for meas-

uring kilometres travelled

4. Communication of the

vehicle travel data

1.  Vehicle’s on-board GPS-
enabled unit determines 
location using satellite 
GPS signal.

2.  Vehicle’s location data 
is transmitted via GSM 
through the cellular network 
to the third party server.

3.  Vehicle’s location data 
is downloaded to back-
end system for billing 
calculations.

4.  Vehicle owner receives 
invoice by mail or other 
method of communication 
for kilometres driven.

1

2

2

3

4

Page 1 of 2
Stellenbosch University Account number 000001
Private Bag X1 Reference number 000001
Matieland
7602

Tel: +27 21 808 2879
Fax: +27 21 808 3406

Name Participant 1 E mail: javrens@sun.ac.za
Address Bosman Street Correspondence: Researcher
Suburb Stellenbosch Private Bag X1
Postal code Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa Matieland, 7602

Web address: www.sun.ac.za

Account summary as at 2015/11/30 Due date 2015/12/28
For vehicle: CY 123456
Previous account balance R

Less payments R
(a) R R

Current amount due (b) 2015/12/28 31.03R
Total (a) + (b) 31.03R

Total (a) + (b) above 31.03R

Total liability 31.03R

Travelling information

Distance travelled (km) 332.64 Number of trips 31
Time spend travelling 9:39:56
Ave speed (km/h) 37.36

Travelling cost

Vehicle running cost 359.25R Fuel cost 222.55R
Vehicle fixed cost 934.71R
Total vehicle cost 1 293.96R

Please note:
(1) Billed for use of National, Provincial and Municipal Roads
(2) Billed according to distance travelled
(3) Billed according to time of day travelled
(4) Interest will be charged on all amounts still outstanding after due date
(5) You may not withhold payment, even if you have submitted a query concerning this payment

Pay points: Stellenbosch University cash offices or the vendors below
ABSA Bank PayCity Checkers SPAR
Shoprite WOOLWORTHS Pick n Pay Post Office

Page 2 of 2
Account details as at 2015/11/30 Account number 000001

Charge Period 2015/11/11 to 2015/11/19 8

332.6365996 km x 0.231 76.84R

Fuel levy rebate Period 2015/11/11 to 2015/11/19 8

17.96237638 litres* x 2.55 45.80R

31.03R

* Kia Rio, 2015 model, uses on average 5.4 litres per 100 kilometres = 0.054 litre per kilometre
0.054 litre x 332.6366 kilometres = 17.9623764 litres

Road User Charge Invoice

Figure 1: Proposed Kilometre-Based Road User Charge system configuration for South Africa

Figure 2: Proposed Kilometre-Based Road User Charge invoice
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5. Th e type of road to be charged

6. Th e time of day that will be charged

7. How much should be charged 

8.  Invoice billing 

9. Enforcement of the system 

10.  Protection of privacy 

11. Value-added services. 

A proposed KBRUC system confi gura-

tion for South Africa (see Figure 1) was 

tested using one vehicle, in a small-scale 

proof-of-concept study in 2015, com-

prising selected key technical compo-

nents. Th e confi guration was designed 

to charge all self-propelled vehicles for 

the infrastructure cost they incurred on 

the road system. A removable GPS unit 

with GSM technology was fi tted to the 

vehicle, and tracking was undertaken for 

a period of one week, collecting vehicle 

movement data comprising x- and y-

coordinate pairs on all roads every 30 

seconds throughout the day. Th e use of 

the system was enforced by assessing the 

vehicle’s odometer reading throughout 

the tracking period. Th e vehicle move-

ment data was sent to the server of a 

third party vehicle tracking company, 

and reported via their secure web-based 

interface. A back-end system extracted 

various datasets from the web-based 

interface in order to compile a billing 

invoice to be forwarded to the vehicle 

owner. A value-added service was also 

provided by showing information related 

to the vehicle movement which might 

facilitate a change in travel behaviour.

Th e road use charge for the tracked 

vehicle was calculated at 21.45 cents per 

kilometre by means of dividing the esti-

mated annual maintenance, administra-

tion, street cleaning, street lighting and 

capital cost incurred by the vehicle class 

it belongs to, by the vehicle’s estimated 

annual kilometres travelled. Th e calcu-

lation assumed a total infrastructure 

and maintenance expenditure of R54.6 

billion (estimated income generated 

from road users in 2015) for all vehicle 

classes and then allocated the cost to 

each vehicle class in terms of the above-

mentioned cost components. Added to 

this calculated road use charge is an op-

erating cost of 5% for the KBRUC system 

to be implemented, resulting in a charge 

of 23.10 cents per kilometre. 

Th e invoice was compiled with a 

similar look and feel as the municipal ac-

count invoice of the City of Cape Town 

(see Figure 2). Th e charge owed was calcu-

lated by multiplying the rate per kilometre 

by the amount of kilometres travelled. 

Th e invoice also incorporated a rebate for 

the fuel levy already paid. Th e fuel levy 

rebate was calculated by multiplying the 

average fuel consumption per kilometre 

of the vehicle by the amount of kilometres 

travelled, and the fuel levy rate. Th e fuel 

levy rebate amount was then subtracted 

from the total charge owed by the par-

ticipant to show the additional road user 

charge owed. Additional information 

relating to travel behaviour and vehicle 

operating cost was included as a value-

added service. Th e vehicle operating cost 

was calculated by means of the AA rates 

for vehicle usage.

CONCLUSION
The vehicle tracking experiment has 

shown that the suggested configuration 

of the system is operationally feasible 

on a small scale in South Africa. A re-

movable on-board GPS unit with GSM 

technology was acquired from a third-

party tracking company. Installation 

was quick and the service was easy 

to use. Information pertaining to the 

vehicle’s movement was secure and 

only available to the participant and 

researcher via a web-based interface. 

Vehicle travel data was readily available 

in the correct format for analysis, and a 

road user invoice could be constructed 

with ease, charging the vehicle owner 

for the distance travelled at a set rate 

per kilometre. 

Future research is needed to assess 

the operational and technical feasibility 

of a KBRUC system on a larger scale, as 

scaling issues are critical to the imple-

mentation of such a system. Additional 

policy, social and equity concerns also 

still need to be investigated and ad-

dressed. Th is includes setting fee levels 

properly, as well as understanding road 

users’ responses to the acceptability and 

experience of using such a system. 

The vehicle tracking experiment 

has shown that the suggested 

confi guration of the system is 

operationally feasible on a small 

scale in South Africa.
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INTRODUCTION
In South Africa, road traffic fatali-

ties and homicides account for more 

than 70% of non-natural deaths 

(MRC NIMMS 2005). Little is known, 

however, about the impact of crime 

on the actual road casualty figures. 

South Africa’s homicide rate of 72.5 

per 100 000 population is about five 

times the world average of 14.0 per 

100 000 population, whilst the road 

traffic death rate of 43.0 per 100 000 

population is twice the world average 

of 21.6 per 100 000 population (WHO 

2002). The high road casualty rate is 

mirrored by a worrying safety and se-

curity situation, with reported violent 

crime rates amongst the highest in 

the world. Robbery with aggravating 

circumstances (such as car and truck 

hijacking, cash-in-transit robberies and 

business robberies) have, over the past 

three years, grown consistently year-

on-year. These crimes are typically car-

ried out with military-like precision by 

large, well-armed and organised crime 

syndicates, who rely on the use of mo-

torised transport and public road net-

works. The most affected areas include 

the economic heartland of Gauteng, as 

well as KwaZulu-Natal, Eastern Cape 

and Western Cape. The crime risks and 

road safety are further exacerbated by 

ongoing civil protests, with accompa-

nying blocking or damaging of public 

roads and road infrastructure.

CRIME VS ROAD SAFETY: RESEARCH 
FINDINGS, APPROACHES AND 
PRACTICES 

Relationship between criminal behaviour, traffi  c 

off ences and crash involvement

According to Rose (2000), “… most drivers 

are not criminals, but most criminals are 

drivers”. Routine traffi  c duties often bring 

offi  cers in contact with such criminals, 

and traffi  c patrols continue to make crime 

a priority. A signifi cant and increasing 

road safety threat is posed by criminal 

elements using roads for their criminal 

activities and the transportation of the 

proceeds of crime, blue-light gangs who 

present themselves as being police of-

fi cials only to hijack and rob innocent 

road users, criminals who commit crimes 

elsewhere and use the roads irresponsibly 

as an escape route in their attempt at a 

fast getaway, cash-in-transit robberies and 

other criminal activities.

Zuidgeest et al (2015) showed that the 

incidence of crime associated with road 

safety, and in particular with pedestrian 

bridges in Cape Town, both real and 

anecdotal, appears to be a signifi cant 

factor infl uencing the crossing decisions 

of pedestrians, alongside common fac-

tors like convenience, time-saving, and 

perceptions around traffi  c risk. Th is has 

been reported before, but in this survey 

a signifi cant number of pedestrians re-

ported having direct experience of crime. 

It is clearly an important factor, and was 

This article is a shortened version of 

a paper presented at the Southern 

African Transport Conference held in 

Pretoria earlier this year.
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given by pedestrians who cross at grade 

as a partial explanation of their crossing 

choice. Pedestrians often are also walking 

along the freeway, rather than on the 

adjoining local road network in order to 

avoid being robbed by gangs. 

International eff orts to integrate crime

and road safety data

Th e integration of crime and road safety 

data is central to understanding the impact 

of criminal behaviour in the road environ-

ment and on road safety. Such a capability 

fi rstly enables a more transparent and vis-

ible relationship between crime and safety 

in the road environment, thus providing 

opportunities for the formulation of ap-

propriate strategies to fi ght crime, and, 

secondly, provides insight into road safety 

issues caused by criminal activities.

In the United States of America, for 

example, the NHTSA 2013 Data-Driven 

Approaches to Crime and Traffi  c Safety 

– DDACTS (NHTSA 2013) is a law en-

forcement operational model, integrating 

location-based crime and traffi  c crash 

data to establish eff ective and effi  cient 

methods for deploying law enforcement 

and other resources. Th e model seeks to 

improve law enforcement operations im-

plemented to reduce crime, traffi  c crashes 

and traffi  c violations, as well as improve 

public safety. 

In the United Kingdom, offi  cial road 

crash statistics and the contributory 

factors to casualties include a specifi c 

category shown as Special Codes which 

also covers crime-related road casualties by 

severity. Table RAS50001 in the offi  cial UK 

crash statistics, which covers contributory 

factors in reported accidents by severity, 

(UK 2013), includes casualty categories 

related to crime such as “Stolen vehicle” or 

“Vehicle used in the course of crime”.

Technologies to address crime

in the road environment

Technology plays a major role in assisting 

law enforcement as a ‘force-multiplier’, 

and also in detecting criminal activity in 

the road environment. 

Automated Licence Plate Recognition 

(ALPR) technologies (both static and 

mobile) are used globally as a law en-

forcement tool for speed and bylaw 

enforcement, in addition to enabling 

more effi  cient tolling (at roadway toll 

gates, shopping centre parkades, etc) and 

assisting in serious crime investigations. 

Th ese systems, enhanced by powerful 

data-analytics, provide a powerful means 

of preventing and reacting to traffi  c in-

fringements and other serious crimes. In 

South Africa, several ANPR/LPR systems 

are in use, with recent initiatives looking 

to provide for an integrated approach 

through the South African Police Service, 

thereby leveraging the impact of invest-

ment by both government and the private 

sector to achieve greater impact on law-

lessness and crime.  

CCTV technology is an important 

tool in ensuring safe and secure transpor-

tation, and is being used by several road 

authorities across the country. Th e aim 

of the SANRAL Freeway Management 

System (FMS) CCTV network, for ex-

ample, is to reduce recurrent congestion, 

with its accompanying impact on the en-

vironment, to improve road safety, to keep 

motorists informed of travel conditions, 

and to respond rapidly to road incidents. 

It also provides instant footage to opera-

tors to detect security issues within the 

road network, such as people loitering on 

the freeway, vandalism of road furniture, 

cash-in-transit robbers’ get-away cars, 

and other crime-related activities (http://

www.securitysa.com/).

Th e use of GIS technologies can aid 

crime analysis in general, but also assists 

in detecting crime incidences and pat-

terns within the road environment. ESRI 

(2008) stated some potential benefi ts of 

GIS technology for crime analysis, such 

as identifying and highlighting suspicious 

incidences and events that may require 

further investigation or response, sup-

porting pattern and crime trend analyses 

across multiple jurisdictions, educating 

the public with visual information to 

clarify crime concerns and enlist com-

munity action, and providing tools and 

techniques to capture crime series and 

forecast future crime occurrences.

Planning, designing, monitoring and maintaining 

the road environment to prevent crime

Various concepts have been developed 

to describe the role that environmental 

planning, design practice, monitoring and 

maintenance practices can play in pro-

viding a safe and secure built environment. 

Th e concept ‘Crime Prevention 

through Environmental Design’ (CPTED) 

was coined and formulated in 1971 by 

criminologist C Ray Jeff ery in his book, 

Crime Prevention through Environmental 

Design. CPTED is a multi-disciplinary 

approach to deterring criminal behaviour 

through environmental design. CPTED 

strategies rely upon the ability to infl u-

ence off ender decisions that precede 

criminal acts. Generally speaking, most 

implementations of CPTED occur solely 

within the urbanised built environment. 

Specifi cally altering the physical design of 

the communities in which humans reside 

and congregate, in order to deter criminal 

activity, is the main goal of CPTED. 

In 1961 Jane Jacobs in her book Th e 

Death and Life of Great American Cities 

argued that urban diversity and vitality 

were being destroyed by urban planners 

and their urban renewal strategies. She was 

challenging the basic tenets of urban plan-

ning of the time, namely “… that neigh-

bourhoods should be isolated from each 

other, that an empty street is safer than a 

crowded one, and that the car represents 

progress over the pedestrian”. She pointed 

out that “… the new forms of urban design 

broke down many of the traditional con-

trols on criminal behaviour”, for example, 

the ability of residents to watch the street, 

and the presence of people using the street 

both day and night. 

Kruger et al (2001), in collabora-

tion with the SAPS Division for Crime 

Prevention, published a Manual for Crime 

Prevention through Planning and Design. 

Th ey stated that the environment can play 

a signifi cant role in infl uencing percep-

tions of security. Certain environments 

can impart a feeling of safety, while others 

can induce fear, even in areas where 

levels of crime are not high. Th e Manual 

lists several security issues that could be 

resolved through proper planning and 

environmental design. Th e main strategic 

focus areas include vacant land, 24-hour 

land use, pedestrian use of infrastructure, 

and urban renewal.

Th e Department of Transport’s Non-

Motorised Transport Facility Guidelines 

(DoT 2015) states that the personal safety 

(security) of NMT users is of utmost im-

portance in order to maximise usage. Th e 

Department of Environmental Aff airs’ 

(DEA) Green Cities Manual: Promoting 

the NMT Agenda (DEA 2015) suggests 

that NMT networks should encourage 

social as well as traffi  c safety. Social safety 

(security) can be established by designing 

pedestrian networks which are secure. 

Cyclists also need to be protected as 

much as possible from personal violation, 

i.e. cycle theft, mugging, etc. Facilities 

therefore need to off er suffi  cient lighting 

and visibility for NMT users, while 
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reducing ‘dark spots’ which facilitate 

crime. Th e Manual suggests that CPTED 

principles of safety in design need to be 

taken into consideration when designing 

land uses for NMT infrastructure.

Surveillance practices and the combating of crime

Surveillance and access control strategies 

limit the opportunity for crime in the built 

environment. Natural surveillance occurs 

by designing the placement of physical 

features, activities and people in such a way 

as to maximise visibility and foster positive 

social interaction among legitimate users 

of private and public space. Potential of-

fenders then sense the increased scrutiny 

and limitations on their escape routes. 

Poor maintenance practices and potential for 

criminal activities

Th e impact of poor maintenance on crime 

is well covered in international literature. 

One of the most outstanding theories is the 

"Broken Windows" theory, put forth in 1982 

by James Q Wilson and George L Kelling. It 

explored the impact that visible deteriora-

tion and neglect in neighbourhoods have on 

behaviour and criminal elements. Property 

maintenance was added as a CPTED 

strategy on par with surveillance, access 

control and territoriality. Crime is attracted 

to areas that are not taken care of or that 

are abandoned. With no more "broken win-

dows" in certain neighbourhoods, crime will 

continue to decline and eventually fall out 

completely. Generally, poor maintenance 

practices which could subject road users 

to criminal risk include, amongst others, 

poorly-lit roads, sidewalks, intersections, 

footbridges and subways; lack of vegetation 

management allowing assailants or robbers 

to hide close to the roadway; and lack of 

street light maintenance allowing insecure 

situations at night. 

OVERVIEW OF CRIMINAL 
ACTIVITIES THAT COULD IMPACT 
ON ROAD SAFETY IN THE SOUTH 
AFRICAN CONTEXT

Crimes in the road environment  

Th ere are several criminal activities which 

are being conducted in the road environ-

ment in South Africa that could endanger 

road users. Examples include the theft of 

cables or the vandalising of substations, 

leading to a reduction in street lighting or 

the malfunctioning of traffi  c signals; the 

theft of crash barriers, man-hole covers 

and the removal of bridge railings (all 

these items are sold as scrap metal); the 

theft of road signs which are used as roof 

tiles for houses in informal settlements; 

and fences vandalised or illegally removed 

in rural areas and next to informal settle-

ments, increasing the risk of animals en-

tering and crossing roads. Several exam-

ples have also been recorded where rocks 

and other large obstructions were placed 

on the roadway or thrown from road- or 

foot-bridges with the intention of causing 

vehicles to crash, providing an oppor-

tunity to rob crash victims. Criminal 

activities like these could have a nega-

tive impact on the safety of road users 

through the vandalising of the safety 

design features that are built into the road 

environment to protect road users.

Vehicle-related crimes endangering road users

Vehicle-related crimes include activi-

ties such as theft of vehicles and/or its 

contents through immobiliser jamming 

devices and other clever uses of tech-

nology, high-jacking, smash-and-grab, 

fraud/bribery with licensing and road-

worthiness, cash-in-transit robberies 

endangering the lives of other road users, 

bicycle-jacking, and many more. Vehicle-

related criminal practices comprise a 

major part of the road safety challenge 

in South Africa and will be discussed in 

further detail hereunder.

Road traffi  c off ences as “road user crime” in the 

road network

Road traffi  c off ences cover a wide range 

of activities that are punishable in terms 

of the National Road Traffi  c Act 93 of 

1996 (SA 1996) and the National Road 

Traffi  c Regulations. Th e Administrative 

Adjudication of Road Traffi  c Off enses 

Act 46 of 1998 is seeking to decriminalise 

many of these through the implementa-

tion of the Act. It seeks to introduce a 

points demerit system for violations of 

traffi  c law. Th is topic is not covered in this 

article since its focus is on the impact of 

crime on road safety.

Other criminal activities in the road environment 

Other crime-related incidences that 

impact negatively on road safety include 

activities such as the mugging of pedes-

Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED)
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trians and cyclists, and taxi violence. 

Taxi violence and confl ict between taxi 

associations place the lives of drivers, 

commuters and the general road-user 

community at risk. Hawkers, beggars and 

window washers at busy intersections 

can often be decoys for criminals. Street 

children begging at intersections and 

elsewhere on the road network are also a 

threat to road safety, as they stand in the 

roadway during the day and also at night.  

DISCUSSION
Th e impact of crime on road safety in 

South Africa needs greater elucida-

tion. Various criminal activities in the 

road environment can, and are in fact, 

leading to road safety challenges, but the 

opportunity to ascribe these mishaps, 

where appropriate, to crime is not always 

possible, because of insuffi  cient data and, 

more specifi cally, the lack of integrated 

data systems.

Th e lack of suffi  cient data to identify 

crime as a contributing factor to road ac-

cidents is a major hurdle that needs to be 

resolved. Th e contributing factors listed 

in the current South African police acci-

dent report form do not cover this ques-

tion adequately. In the United Kingdom, 

for example, offi  cial crash statistics and 

the contributory factors to casualties 

include a specifi c category shown as 

Special Codes which also covers crime-

related road casualties by severity such 

as “Stolen vehicle” or “Vehicle used in the 

course of crime”. Th e United States of 

America has also made progress with its 

Data-Driven Approaches to Crime and 

Traffi  c Safety (DDACTS), a law enforce-

ment operational model to reduce crime, 

crashes, and traffi  c violations across the 

USA. Th e integration of data systems 

in South Africa is needed to pinpoint 

specifi c crime activities as contributing 

factors to road crashes. 

Improved design of the road environ-

ment to reduce the opportunities for 

crime is also important. Implementing 

CPTED principles starts with the training 

of city offi  cials and consultants who deal 

with road design and the environment. 

Small- and medium-scale interventions 

can involve landscaping, building design 

and increased surveillance. It is important 

to include transport and the road envi-

ronment in an urban crime prevention 

design strategy.

The role of technology and in-

novative thinking must be applied 

more vigorously by road authorities 

to reduce or detect crime in the road 

environment. Surveillance technology 

is an important tool to ensure safe and 

secure transportation to counteract 

crime in the road environment. Many 

road authorities and city governments 

have started with the application of 

CCTV monitors across their  areas 

of jurisdiction, but a wider and more 

general application would be beneficial 

to drive down crime in the road (and 

wider) environment. More extensive use 

of technologies such as number plate 

recognition systems (ANPR/LPR) and 

other detection systems across South 

Africa could also be used to track stolen 

vehicles. Other useful technology ex-

amples include GIS applications to map 

crime in the road environment, and to 

display this visually so that appropriate 
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action and countermeasures can be de-

veloped to combat road-related crime. 

It is believed that the fundamental 

enablers of fraud and corruption, and 

poor service delivery in the driver and 

vehicle management system, include 

poorly structured business processes, 

inadequate training of staff , lack of service 

level agreements, poor distribution of 

resources, inadequate fi nancially struc-

tured entities, lack of adequate audit and 

inspection functions, etc. 

Law enforcement agencies should 

harness social media to a larger extent 

to engage with neighbourhood watch 

groups, in order to promote crime preven-

tion events and activities, and proactive 

crime prevention partnerships.  

CONCLUSION
Th e objective of the study on which this 

article is based was to compile a synthesis of 

existing data on the topic, and to explore the 

relationship between crime and road safety, 

Graffiti reduces the retroreflective 
properties of road signs 

Criminal activities, civil unrest and taxi violence seriously impact road safety

The objective of the study on 

which this article is based 

was to compile a synthesis 

of existing data on the topic, 

and to explore the relationship 

between crime and road 

safety, as well as the possible 

impact of criminal activities 

on the road environment 

in South Africa. The study 

showed that the relationship 

has not been fully explored 

in the South African context, 

with its high road accident 

and fatality rates, and high 

levels of exposure to crime. It 

showed that criminal activities 

in the road environment 

extend signifi cantly beyond 

the mere committing of road 

traffi c offences and may have 

a negative impact on the safe 

operation of the road network 

and broader road environment, 

in addition to endangering 

the lives of road users and 

innocent bystanders.

Poorly lit and badly planned bridges and 
underpasses are unsafe for pedestrians 

and cyclists 
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as well as the possible impact of criminal 

activities on the road environment in South 

Africa. Th e study showed that the relation-

ship has not been fully explored in the South 

African context, with its high road accident 

and fatality rates, and high levels of exposure 

to crime. It showed that criminal activities 

in the road environment extend signifi cantly 

beyond the mere committing of road traffi  c 

off ences and may have a negative impact 

on the safe operation of the road network 

and broader road environment, in addition 

to endangering the lives of road users and 

innocent bystanders. Th e study aimed to 

highlight the extent to which crime is im-

pacting on road safety in South Africa, and 

to identify some of the challenges, short-

comings and issues involved. Some building 

blocks are in place, but there is a need to 

integrate these building blocks. Research is 

required to link all these pieces of informa-

tion in order to provide a clearer picture of 

the impact of crime on road safety.

In conclusion, a more focused opera-

tional approach is required to counteract 

the impact of crime on road safety. An 

extensive scoping of international best 

practices could assist in a better under-

standing of the impact of the phenom-

enon, and to develop appropriate counter-

measures to eff ectively deal with it.
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ABSTRACT
One of the main objectives of the Expanded Public Works 

Programme (EPWP) is to create jobs in order to address pov-

erty alleviation. It is a well-known fact that road works provide 

good opportunities for labour-intensive activities. However, 

rather large and ambitious road projects are often selected, with 

resulting technical and specifi cation barriers. In an eff ort to ac-

commodate unskilled labour from rural communities, projects 

are often unbundled to the point where the project management 

costs start to increase exponentially, and the result is that less 

money reaches the poor and aff ected communities. In this essay 

a philosophical approach is sketched where community facilities, 

schools, community centres, clinics, etc, are used as focal points 

for the provision of labour-intensive work like cycle ways and 

footpaths. In this way road safety, accessibility and the need for 

job creation can be ‘triangulated’ to provide low-cost facilities 

for cyclists and pedestrians alike. Various person- and SMME-

friendly construction techniques – which make maximum use of 

local materials, low-skill labour and people-friendly technologies 

– have been developed for road construction and are well pub-

lished. Th ese technologies are discussed for lower-entry barriers, 

and made more applicable to community-based construction of 

footpaths and cycle ways. Th e end result is low-cost appropriate 

technology applications for the improvement of the accessibility 

and mobility needs of previously disadvantaged rural communi-

ties, and creating sustainable jobs in the process.

INTRODUCTION 
Socio-economic development is generally measured with 

indicators such as life expectancy and levels of employment. 

Unfortunately there does not exist a simple indicator to express 

a feeling of safety, or a community’s scope of involvement in 

civil society. It is glaringly obvious that poverty, crime and il-

literacy are interlinked and are widespread in rural communities 

throughout South Africa. Th ese communities also suff er the 

most from want of infrastructure and basic service delivery 

(Muradzikwa 2004).

Limited access, due to lack of infrastructure, signifi cantly 

diminishes an individual’s ability to earn a living. Rural commu-

nities have limited access to health and education facilities as a 

direct result of the lack of mobility (travel constraints). Th e rising 

costs of transport and vehicle maintenance further compound 

the problem. 

Th e EPWP is a key government initiative which aims to 

provide work opportunities for unemployed individuals through 

inclusive economic growth. In the infrastructure sector, 

the EPWP aims to increase labour-intensive endeavours in 

government-funded infrastructure projects (DPW 2016). Road 

construction projects increase the mobility and accessibility of 

previously disadvantaged groups. Th e value of these roads as an 

asset is derived from the contributing factor to other assets, such 

as clinics, hospitals, schools and businesses. Simply put, the more 

nodes connected by roads, the greater the worth of these roads, 

and thus the greater the worth of construction projects aimed at 
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either building new roads or upgrading and maintaining existing 

ones (Muradzikwa 2004).

Pedestrians represent 35–40% of all fatalities reported in 

road accidents (Arrive Alive 2016). One of the explanations 

identifi ed is the fact that pedestrians tend to use paved roads as 

walkways, particularly in rural areas. Where limited or no shoul-

ders are present on roads, there is obvious confl ict between mo-

torised and non-motorised transport (NMT). Labour-intensive 

construction practices are more suitable for roads with low 

traffi  c volumes and low speed requirements, such as pedestrian 

paths and cycle ways. Th e construction of these NMT routes will 

greatly improve access and mobility in areas where car owner-

ship is generally low. 

Research has found that short-term projects do little to alle-

viate unemployment in poverty-stricken areas for extended pe-

riods. Th is is because the skills and training given, along with the 

experience gained, are not signifi cant enough to alter current la-

bour market performance (McCord 2004). Th e skills retained in 

a rural community after a project has been completed, is a small 

fraction of the resources invested in transferring knowledge and 

training. Th is is partly due to a number of the trained individuals 

relocating to larger towns and cities in the hope of acquiring jobs 

where their skills can be applied. 

Th is essay is aimed at addressing the need for labour-based 

roads or basic-access projects in rural and poor communities 

throughout South Africa. Th e emphasis must largely be placed 

on projects of longer duration, where skills and training in spe-

cifi c fi elds can effi  ciently be harnessed. A paradigm shift away 

from short-term construction projects will bring longer-term 

maintenance endeavours into the fold. 

CURRENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS FOR EPWP 
PROJECTS

Poverty 

McCord (2004) conducted a study on the impact of EPWP 

projects in two rural communities. It was found that short-term 

employment does not help a community to accumulate wealth 

or to move out of poverty. Th e ideal scenario would be where 

an employed member of such an impoverished community 

spends his/her money where it can further benefi t the same 

community. For example, a labourer earns R100 and spends 

R40 at a local informal shop on vegetables; this shop in turn 

buys new produce from the local farm. In such a scenario, every 

rand earned is reinvested three times or more in the same com-

munity. However, in reality the lack of access inhibits the move-

ment of an individual in such a way that hard-earned money 

is spent outside of the community. It is a matter of whether it 

is easier to travel on existing roads to larger chain stores, or 

traverse over undeveloped terrain by foot. Th is is assuming an 

individual is aware of the entrepreneur’s business, as lack of 

access negatively impacts the entrepreneur’s knowledge of op-

portunities where money can be earned. 

In short-term construction projects the actual viable time 

for community members to earn money is limited. In this sense 

a construction project that runs for a year is not as benefi cial 

as a maintenance project that runs for three years. Th e South 

African National Roads Agency Ltd (SANRAL) aims, through its 

infrastructure projects, to act as a catalyst for growth by building 

capacity, developing smaller-sized enterprises, alleviating pov-

erty and elevating the status of women in rural communities. 

SANRAL is tasked with maintaining South Africa’s vast road 

network. Th rough these maintenance contracts, SANRAL 

achieves the goals they set out to accomplish by employing 

impoverished individuals, off ering training and making use of 

labour-intensive methods of construction over extended periods 

of time (SANRAL 2016).

Project sizes

A common misconception is that breaking up larger projects 

into smaller projects is good practice. Th is is done partly to 

improve community access and qualifi cation for the work. Th e 

truth of the matter, however, is that there is an indirect relation-

ship between the project size and the project management input 

required (McCord 2004). Th e costs involved with employing 

project management teams for a series of small projects are 

magnitudes more than if one project with one project manage-

ment team were to be employed. Th is means that more funds 

are generally being spent on specialist personnel outside of the 

rural communities. Th e end results are that less money and skills 

development end up in the community. 

If the duration of the projects are short, it will further add 

to sustainability concerns, despite the fact that construction 

projects of shorter duration have a positive infl uence on the 

skills transferred during the life of the project (McCord 2004). 

Contracts, such as those mentioned from SANRAL, enable com-

munities to gain much-needed experience. However, McCord 

(2004) clearly states that the duration of employment is the most 

important factor when considering whether the skills transferred 

and the experience gained have lasting infl uences on labour-

market performance. It can be assumed that the most skilled 

individuals are the most likely to pursue job opportunities else-

where once a project has drawn to completion in the immediate 

environment. Th e younger and more competent members of 

communities are drawn to larger towns and cities to form part of 

the active labour markets (Oranje et al 2008). Less driven or less 

motivated individuals fi nd themselves unable to utilise their new 

skills set, and as with all skills, without constant practise and 

experience, the skills are soon forgotten.  

The politics of funding

Muradzikwa (2004), states that one important component of 

rural road infrastructure development is community involve-

ment in project prioritisation that generates some form of 

‘ownership’ of projects. However, there are enormous rural 

road infrastructure backlogs, and insufficient maintenance 

and construction budgets. Prioritisation of transport-related 

infrastructure should ensure that the facilities which add 

the greatest capital-deepening value should be selected and 

financed ahead of other projects in a particular region. These 

priority projects refer to roads that will yield the greatest po-

tential or opportunity for further income-generating capital 

projects, with the specific goal to keep money exchanging 

hands within a specific community. 

In terms of funding, rural municipalities are extremely 

dependent on government grants and loans. Th ey do not have 

access to a substantial tax base, as do the more affl  uent munici-

palities. Th e residents themselves are unable to pay for services 

and are seldom able to maintain the existing roads infrastructure 

through their own exertions (Koelble & LiPuma 2010).
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SYNTHESIS OF APPROPRIATE ROAD-BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Appropriate technology and community empowerment

Th ere is an untapped well of empowerment potential for appro-

priate technology, usually applicable to road construction. Th e 

extrapolation thereof is signifi cantly suitable to the construction 

of cycle ways and footpaths. Direct labour in labour-intensive 

construction can be seen as the entry point to eventually con-

tribute towards community and previously disadvantaged indi-

vidual (PDI) empowerment. 

Th e key to such empowerment and skills development lies 

in the use of small plant and appropriate technology as step-

ping stones (Horak et al 1996). Th e old tried and tested labour-

intensive construction techniques for road construction, using 

small plant (e.g. plate vibrators, wheel barrows, rakes, forks and 

spades), could be very eff ective to produce quality end products, 

while  empowering budding entrepreneurs. In the case of cycle 

way and footpath design and construction, the use of small plant 

and labour enhancement becomes even more relevant for ap-

propriately lower standards than are needed for even the lowest 

traffi  c volume roads (Horak et al 2004).

It has been proved that aspects of road construction, espe-

cially construction technologies that favour labour-intensive 

methods, can be done with quality end results. Road construc-

tion lends itself more ideally to increasing the labour content 

than most other infrastructure construction projects (Horak et 

al 1995). Th e various activities associated with road-building pro-

jects contribute an immense amount of potential employment. It 

can therefore be assumed that the labour potential for cycle way 

and footpath construction projects is even greater.

Maintenance of these low-traffi  c-volume cycle ways and 

footpaths tends to be ideally suited to promote labour-intensive 

construction methods. As previously stated, contracts of longer 

duration are the most important contributing factor in empow-

ering an impoverished community. Routine road maintenance 

contracts are generally of longer duration and, even with high-

traffi  c-volume roads such as the eastern and western bypasses of 

Gauteng, labour intensive methods are the favoured construction 

method utilised. 

Paradigm shift in design

Th e design of low-volume roads and streets diff ers considerably 

from the design of normal streets and roads. Th e ‘design domain’ 

concept for low-volume roads implies that the use of appropriate 

technologies ranges between practical upper and lower limits. 

Very low-traffi  c-volume street construction standards tend to 

congregate around the lower limits of guidelines (Horak et al 

2004). Th e values within this lower region of the design domain 

for roads are generally higher risk, probably less safe and less op-

erationally effi  cient, but they are normally less costly than those 

in the upper region.

It is suggested that standards for cycle way and footpath de-

sign and construction should be explored to the lower side of the 

typical lower practical limits for very low-traffi  c-volume roads, 

due to the fact that the traffi  c loading is substantially lower, and 

design and construction are more suited to labour-intensive 

processes. Consequently, the designs are dominated by consid-

eration of environmental aspects. Th is implies a paradigm shift 

in design, which is not currently well addressed in road design 

philosophies or guidelines. It implies better use of in situ mate-

rials and less costly layer work. 

As stated in the introduction, cycle way and footpath provi-

sion and placement must be separated from the roadway. For 

safety reasons dual usage must not be possible. It is therefore ad-

vocated that road drainage channels and shallow swales in rural 

communities should be placed between the road and the cycle 

way and/or footpath to prevent these being used by vehicles.

Use of local materials 

In order to optimise the labour content for cycle way and foot-

path construction, the use of local or in situ material should 

be maximised. Simple yet reliable methods to classify in situ 

materials should be used. Normally in situ material is classifi ed 

by means of a California Bearing Ratio (CBR) value and based on 

this classifi cation, additional layers are added to ensure that there 

is adequate structural strength.

Th e traffi  c loading requirements for cycle ways and footpaths 

have been shown to be much lower than those for even a very 

low-traffi  c-volume road. For that reason maximum use can be 

made of the in situ subgrade material, with little or no additional 

material being required for structural strengthening. Even 

though much less structural strength is required, the in situ ma-

terial must still be classifi ed to ensure that adequate structural 

strength will be provided for uniform strength and support.

Th e Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) is an ideal instru-

ment to be used extensively in measuring CBR values of the 

subgrade and whole pavement structure at fi eld moisture condi-

tions. Th e operation of the DCP is labour-intensive and robust. 

It is an ideal instrument to be used in lieu of the traditional 

measurement of densities, and can classify material qualities very 

accurately in situ. If the in situ or shaped subgrade has a DCP-

determined CBR of 45 and above, no additional structural layer is 

required. If the in situ determined CBR is below 45, a base layer 

of 75 mm will be needed.

Large-sized rock (the size that one man can handle with 

relative ease) has been used with great success to construct 

road layers through the centuries. Th e use of dump rock, about 

100 mm by 125 mm by 175 mm, packed on a prepared level sub-

base or subgrade by hand is also known as a Telford base. Smaller 

stones (keying stones) are placed in the openings between 

these hand-placed dump rocks and rammed in with hammers. 

Protruding sharp edges are broken off  by hammer in levelling the 

surface. Telford construction is most probably the best known in 

South Africa, as such constructed bases are still found in roads in 

the older cities throughout the country. 

Even though manually taxing, Telford construction proves 

that strong, quality road subgrades and subbases can be con-

structed with the minimum of initial skill required. Admittedly 

such a road base normally provides an uneven surface and 

may therefore need an additional surfacing layer to provide a 

smoother ride.

Telford construction can be used with success in rocky 

environments where such larger single-sized rocks can be 

‘harvested’ by the communities. This local material sourcing 

is used in countries like Zimbabwe where communities are 

paid for stockpiles of such large single-sized rocks delivered 

by community members at the construction site. This same 

size rock is often also useful in constructing gabions for re-

tention walls and stormwater erosion protection. These are 
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very labour-intensive methods, essential for the protection of 

roads, cycle ways and footpaths from environmental damage, 

such as stormwater erosion. The crossing of wetlands and 

streams can be facilitated by using Reno Mattresses (typically 

6 m x 2 m).

CONCLUSION
Th e basic objective of the EPWP is to create jobs for poverty-

stricken rural communities by doing construction projects which 

maximise labour-intensive construction. Research has shown 

that such EPWP projects often do not achieve these objectives, 

and limited actual poverty alleviation and capacity building take 

place. Th e non-sustainability of job creation and the wrong level 

of appropriateness of the selected technologies or design stand-

ards are identifi ed as factors leading to misalignment of objec-

tives and accrual application. 

Two of the symptoms of poverty-stricken rural communi-

ties are the lack of mobility and the lack of accessibility. While 

there is a considerable backlog of rural road provision and a clear 

understanding that such provision should not only create short-

term jobs, the developmental and economic growth enablement 

of road infrastructure is also clearly recognised. Access to com-

munity facilities such as hospitals, schools and clinics are impor-

tant considerations in the prioritisation of such projects. 

Mobility and accessibility by means of cycle ways and foot-

paths linking such community facilities can be strongly aligned 

with the objectives of the EPWP, while at the same time solving 

important road traffi  c safety problems. 

Th e objective to increase community involvement via 

increased labour-intensive construction techniques can be 

achieved in various ways. One important aspect is to make 

as much use as possible of local material in the construction. 

Th is enables the increase of the labour content in the sourcing 

by means of harvesting, sorting and preparation even before 

construction begins. Design standards can be adapted to the 

required design paradigm and design domain for such con-

structed cycle ways and footpaths. Large plant and machinery 

normally associated with construction must be excluded to 

enhance the labour content and to lower the entry barriers for 

community involvement in a sustained manner. Small plant and 

equipment usage associated with such construction techniques 

should be promoted.

Th e relaxed design and construction technologies are ac-

knowledged to have higher risk of failure if applied to normal 

road construction. However, when applied to cycle way and 

footpath construction such risks are lessened considerably to 

practical and manageable levels. Simple and reliable construc-

tion and bearing capacity testing techniques are advocated to 

enhance the optimum use of local materials. Basic design pa-

rameters are proposed, based on the easily determined bearing 

capacity of in situ materials.

Lastly, it is known that maintenance activities sustain more 

long-term jobs than new construction endeavours alone. Th ese 

labour-intensive technologies are also maintenance-friendly and 

therefore enable skill retention in communities. 
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INTRODUCTION
Social media (SM) has rapidly infi ltrated organisations across the 

world. SM has also had an infl uence on organisations’ corporate 

strategies. Andrews (cited by Nickols 2011) interprets corporate 

strategy as a company’s combination of decisions that are con-

stituted by “its objectives, purpose or goals … [and] the principal 

policies and plans for achieving those goals”. Over and above 

this, a corporate strategy indicates the company’s intended con-

tributions to its various stakeholders. 

Th e Internet, along with SM, off ers inexpensive and sophis-

ticated instruments to companies for advertising, selling their 

products or services, promoting the ideas and values of their 

company, and communicating with customers all over the world 

in a manner that is easy, eff ective and direct (Schiff man et al 

2010). Th e conventional use of the Internet has progressively 

shifted from information dissemination, to commerce and the 

ability to create, modify, share and discuss Internet content. 

Th is shift has a signifi cant ability to impact a fi rm's reputation, 

and even survival (Sivertsen et al 2013). However, Sivertsen et 

al (2013) add that, at an organisational level, there still exists a 

lack of confi dence in using SM. Although SM has undoubtedly 

opened a myriad of opportunities for businesses, these inevitably 

come with challenges, and this holds especially true in the work-

place through corporate strategy (Jones et al 2007).

Th e impulsive and free-ranging charm of SM has been found 

to rest uneasily in a workplace setting. SM can be the cause 

of workplace issues, such as being perceived as a platform for 

self-promotion. A need therefore exists to eff ectively integrate 

SM into organisational structures (Bochenek & Blili 2013). 

Dailey (2009) argues that the impact of SM on business and 

culture is rooted in two main factors, namely infl uence and 

engagement. Th e impact of incorporating SM causes a sense of 
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uncertainty about shared identity in an organisation (Burdge 

& Vanclay 1996). Th is is especially true for those born between 

1965 and 1984, the so-called Generation X cohort (Harvard 

2010). Hauptmann and Steger (2012) explain that “diff erent birth 

cohorts of employees adapt diff erently to the existence of new 

media in organisations, and as a result act diff erently towards 

social media”. Generation X is accustomed to conventional types 

of technology, such as e-mail usage. Th is cohort seems to have 

failed to take the leap with evolving technologies into the SM era, 

and are therefore less inclined to apply SM within their corporate 

strategy execution (Hauptmann & Steger 2012). It is therefore 

worrying that a barrier exists in accepting SM within organisa-

tions (Martin & Van Bavel 2013). 

Th is study aimed to determine the infl uence that social 

media has on the behaviour and attitude of Generation X em-

ployees towards corporate strategy. Th is objective was achieved 

by critically analysing the infl uence that social media has on a 

company’s corporate strategy by means of an empirical analysis, 

and proposing recommendations based on the results to success-

fully incorporate social media into an organisation’s corporate 

strategy.

METHODOLOGY
An exploratory research design was utilised for this study. Th e 

study comprised both primary and secondary sources, which 

were used to collect information on SM and corporate strategy, 

as seen from the perspective of Generation X employees. An 

empirical study formed the basis for collection from primary 

sources, while secondary sources comprised literature on SM, 

corporate strategy and Generation X. Th e research was quantita-

tive in nature, making use of self-administered questionnaires 

to measure Generation X perceptions of the intra-organisational 

use of SM and corporate strategy within two organisations in the 

logistics industry. Th eory was combined and analysed with the 

data obtained from the questionnaires.

South African Generation X employees at various levels of 

seniority, working in the head offi  ces of two global logistics pro-

viders in Gauteng, were sampled. A stratifi ed sampling approach 

was followed in the data-collecting process. Th e respondents, 

ranging from upper management to general employees, work in 

various departments (fi nance, sales and marketing, operations 

and supply chain, human resources, and administration). 

RESULTS

Perceived usefulness of social media 

An overall mean of 4.44 was recorded for the perceived useful-

ness of SM, indicating that respondents viewed SM as useful for 

their particular organisation. According to respondents the most 

useful component of SM is that it enables their organisation to 

access important information, thereby improving job quality, 

productivity and eff ectiveness, while increasing profi ts and being 

handy in executing day-to-day activities. 

Perceived ease of use of social media 

Th e overall mean for ease of use was 4.59, showing a strong posi-

tive inclination towards the ease of using SM. Respondents indi-

cated that they can use SM in their organisations without expert 

help, thus indicating that it is not too complex for Generation X 

employees. Respondents considered it easy (a mean of 4.75) to 

become skilful at using SM – a positive perception which can 

benefi t corporate strategy. However, respondents indicated that 

they would only develop favourable attitudes towards SM if SM 

tools were easy to use. It is important to keep in mind, therefore, 
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that acceptance of SM by Generation X employees is mainly 

reliant on its perceived ease of use and usefulness, even if the 

technology is in fact easy to use.

Intention and actual use of social media

Respondents highlighted various elements of SM that are the 

reason for its existence in the workplace. Th ey strongly agreed 

that SM increases an organisation’s ability to compete, and that it 

provides useful information for strategic decisions. SM is also felt 

to improve communication within an organisation. Respondents 

further felt that SM should be used to attain corporate strategy. 

Th e overall mean of 4.16 indicates that respondents feel strongly 

about recommending SM as a tool to others, and will continue 

using it themselves.

Although these results indicate that the perceived useful-

ness of SM within the organisation is high, the majority of 

respondents use SM outside of the workplace, with only 40% of 

Generation X employees using SM in their daily functions. Th is 

fi nding could explain an organisation’s ineff ectiveness in the im-

plementation of SM, and the lack of an established relationship 

between corporate strategy and SM. Findings further indicate 

that the sampled Generation X respondents clearly understand, 

and have used and benefi ted from SM in their personal lives, 

but do not carry this use over into the workplace, as it is not ex-

pected, or is not structured correctly. 

Corporate strategy and social media

Respondents in the two organisations perceived the information 

gained from SM diff erently. Th is could be attributed to diff ering 

internal SM strategies. Both organisations fi nd the information 

provided by SM as benefi cial in attaining corporate strategy. 

SM is perceived as a strong tool to analyse competitors, and is 

regarded as more trusted than traditional media.

Respondents indicated a good understanding of what their 

organisation’s corporate strategy entails. However, they have a 

much lower level of knowledge of their company’s SM strategy, 

which seems not to be incorporated into the organisation’s vision 

and mission statement. Figure 4 indicates that SM is perceived as 
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Civillain by Jonah Ptak
For more engineering humour, please visit “Unreal Bridges” 

on Facebook and “@TheUnrealBridge” on Twitter.gg

a diff erentiator in the industry, but there exists a failure to link 

SM to corporate strategy. As depicted in Figure 5, the respond-

ents in the sampled organisations strongly indicated their lack of 

integration and use of SM in their daily functions (mean of 2.7), 

thereby showing that these areas are treated as stand-alone sub-

jects. Respondents further indicated that an organisation could 

make use of SM more in its daily functions (mean of 4.56). 

Th e results further show that few of the Generation X 

respondents feel that activities related to the execution of cor-

porate strategy are yet to be integrated with the SM strategy. 

Results also indicate a lack of organisational policy towards the 

eff ective use of SM in the workplace. Respondents were further-

more not aware of SM contingency plans. Th ere seems to exist 

a lack of interest or information within an organisation about 

the potential value of the implementation of SM to enhance 

corporate strategy. Th is points to a mismatch in the sampled 

organisations.

CONCLUSION
SM provides organisations with the opportunity to interact with 

its target market by means of two-way communication. Th is can 

reveal not only important consumer sentiment, but also valu-

able market information. Furthermore, through SM consumers 

have the ability to interact, review products and services, and 

provide recommendations to others. Th e eff ective management 

of SM gives organisations the ability to spread positive word of 

mouth, and thereby to manage brand perceptions. Th is study 

therefore aimed to determine the infl uence that SM has on 

the behaviour and attitude of Generation X towards corporate 

strategy. It should, however, be noted that, as the study utilised 

a multiple-case-study approach, the results cannot necessarily 

be generalised for the entire logistics industry, and are therefore 

context-bound.

Findings indicated a generally positive perception of SM, its 

ease of use and its usefulness. Respondents also indicated that 

their top management can implement SM as a strategic diff eren-

tiator. However, respondents indicated that SM should be better 

integrated into daily operations. Also, there seems to be a lack of 

awareness around SM within organisations, particularly with re-

gard to strategic integration. Th is fi nding is especially troubling, 

as the benefi ts of SM seem apparent to respondents. 

Executives and organisational managers in the logistics industry 

can therefore better integrate SM into their corporate strategy by 

providing employees with knowledge regarding SM and its potential 

benefi ts. As Generation X employees see value in SM and fi nd it 

easy to use, executives may have an advantage when furthering the 

role SM plays in organisations. Managers in the logistics industry 

should view SM as an opportunity to gather information and draw 

conclusions and insights from SM interactions. 

Managers should also encourage and ensure that Generation 

X employees have access to SM for work purposes, as respond-

ents reported a higher usage of SM outside of the workplace. 

Th is could be attributed to organisations preventing access to 

SM during working hours, due to data confi dentiality concerns, 

which could defeat the objective of furthering the internal 

adoption of SM. Managers could also provide SM training and 

institute an SM campaign to highlight its appropriate and eff ec-

tive use in the workplace. Th e same eff ort, if not more, needs to 

be channelled into the professional use of SM to empower the 

organisation.
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Th e 2016 fi nals of AQUALIBRIUM, the ex-

citing SAICE Schools Water Competition, 

were held recently at Sci-Bono Discovery 

Centre in Newtown, Johannesburg. 

Th rough the competition learners 

are exposed to the practical application 

of how water gets to their homes, and are 

made aware of the intricacies and real-life 

challenges involved in the design of water 

distribution networks, and the actual water 

delivery to households (the grid used for the 

model distribution network is on a back-

ground that depicts the entire water cycle). 

On the day of the competition the 

teams are tasked to design, construct 

and operate a model water distribution 

network to distribute three litres of water 

equally between three points on the grid, 

using two diff erent diameter pipes and 

connection pieces – all in a timeframe of 

about an hour. Th ey are then judged on 

how well they execute the task – working 

on a penalty points system. 

Many teams were able to come from 

as far as Zimbabwe, Swaziland and 

Kimberley to participate, thanks to spon-

sorships from Rand Water, AECOM, the 

Water Research Commission, EWSETA, 

Mhlatuze Water, Bosch Stemele and DPI 

Plastics. Without this support, the com-

petition and the awareness it creates re-

garding the issues surrounding water and 

infrastructure in South Africa, and the 

diff erence it potentially makes to the pri-

ority scarce skills situation by stimulating 

an interest in engineering, would not have 

been possible. 
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Joint third: The team from Fundukuwela High 
School, Swaziland, with their educators 

Winner: Hoërskool Diamantveld, Kimberley, for the second 
consecutive year. Together with the happy team is SAICE CEO Manglin 

Pillay (back row, third from left), SAICE President Dr Chris Herold 
(front left) and SAICE Kimberley Branch’s CF le Roux (front right) 

Joint third: The team from Domino Servite 
School, Pietermaritzburg, and their educator 

Second: The team from Hoërskool Oos-Moot, 
Pretoria, and their educator 

The scrutiny begins as water flows through the systemHappy teamwork and a thumbs up as it all comes together 
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SAICE Training Calendar 2016
Course Name Course Dates Location

CPD Accreditation 
Number

Course 
Presenter

Contact

Project Management of 

Construction Projects

4–5 October 2016 Port Alfred
SAICEcon15/01754/18 Neville Gurry cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

11–12 October 2016 Bloemfontein

Technical Report Writing 17–18 October 2016 Midrand SAICEbus15/01751/18 Les Wiggill cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Structural Steel Design to 

SANS 10162-1-2005
24 October 2016 Midrand SAICEstr15/01726/18 Greg Parrott cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Reinforced Concrete Design 

to SANS 10100-1-2000
25 October 2016 Midrand SAICEstr15/01727/18 Greg Parrott cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Practical Geometric Design 14–18 November 2016 Midrand SAICEtr16/01954/19 Tom Mckune dawn@saice.org.za

Water Law of South Africa 20–21 October 2016 Midrand SAICEwat16/01955/19
Hubert 

Thompson
dawn@saice.org.za

Preparation for 

Adjudication of 

Construction Claims

18 October 2016 Cape Town
SAICEcon16/01953/19 Neville Gurry cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

25 October 2016 East London

Advanced Firestop 

Training

6 October 2016 Cape Town
SAICEcon16/01951/19

Darren Chetty /

Sibusiso 

Khumalo

dawn@saice.org.za
3 November 2016 Midrand

Concrete Anchor 

Design Principles
20 October 2016 Midrand SAICEcon16/01952/19

Christiaan Davel 

/ Nalen Kuppen
cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Supply Chain 

Management Body 

of Knowledge (SCMBOK) 

Fundamentals

17–18 November 2016      Durban

SAICEcon16/01934/19 Benti Czanik dawn@saice.org.za

24–25 November 2016 Midrand

SAICE / Mentoring 4 Success
Mentors Masterclass 

in Engineering and 

Construction

5–6 October 2016  Midrand SAICEcon14/01675/17
Philip Marsh / 

Celestine Jeftha
info@m4s.co.za

Three Month Kick-start 

Structured Mentoring 

Programme 

On request – SAICEbus16/01887/19
Philip Marsh / 

Celestine Jeftha
info@m4s.co.za

12 Month Head-start 

Structured Mentoring 

Programme in Engineering 

and Construction 

On request – SAICEot14/01701/17
Philip Marsh / 

Celestine Jeftha
info@m4s.co.za

Candidate Academy
Road to Registration for 

Mature Candidates

15 November 2016 Durban
CESA484-01/2017  

Peter Coetzee

Stewart Gibson
lizelle@ally.co.za

1 December 2016 Midrand

Getting Acquainted with 

GCC 2015
7–8 November 2016 Midrand CESA873-05/2019 Theuns Eloff lizelle@ally.co.za

Getting Acquainted 

with Basic Contract 

Administration and

Quality Control

9–11 November 2016 Midrand CESA864-05/2019 Theuns Eloff lizelle@ally.co.za

Pressure Pipeline and 

Pump Station Design and 

Specifi cation – A Practical 

Overview

11-12 October 2016 Midrand

CESA872-05/2019  Dup van Renen lizelle@ally.co.za

20–21 October 2016 Cape Town

Getting Acquainted with 

Sewer Design
22–23 November 2016 Cape Town CESA871-05/2019 Peter Coetzee lizelle@ally.co.za

Getting Acquainted 

with Geosynthetics

in Soil Reinforcement

1–3 November 2016 Durban SAICEgeo14/1627/17 Edoardo Zannoni lizelle@ally.co.za

In-house courses are available. 

For SAICE in-house courses, please contact Cheryl-Lee Williams (cheryl-lee@saice.org.za) or 
Dawn Hermanus (dawn@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947.

For Candidate Academy in-house courses, please contact Lizélle du Preez (lizelle@ally.co.za) on 011 476 4100.
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